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activism; PAGE 8

Concert will
aid victim
advocate job

By Russ Zimmer
REPORTER

A student group — created with
the sole goal of saving the position of the University's victim
advocate by raising her salary
itself— will continue efforts with
a benefit concert this weekend.
The
Victims'
Advocate
Longevity Effort will host more
than a half dozen acts for the
concert at Howard's Club Sunday
from 3 p.m. until the venue's closing Tickets are S7 and can be
purchased in the lobby of the
Union every day this week from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. or at the door
the day of the show.
Bands performing include
Huron Co. Creeps, The Modem
Soviet Enemies, Jill in the Box,
Katie Stanko, lohnny Cot a Zero
and Simon Carter, along with
other solo acts.
This week the group will also
be selling raffle tickets for an iPod
and gift certificates to area bookstores and restaurants. The certificate winners will be announced
during Sunday's event, but the
iPod winner will not be drawn
until one of the group's final
fund-raisers in mid-April.
The advocacy service — which
has seen about 100 battered or
sexually abused individuals each
year for the past four years —
was part of the federally-funded Transformation Project on
campus. The program closed at
the end of December after the
University lost its funding and
couldn't pick up the tab.
Students still have to raise
about $6,000 out of the original
$37,000 victim advocate salary to
keep the position filled through
September, when they hope a
new grant will fund the program.

While students didn't attend
last night's city council
meeting in the numbers
many had hoped for, council
members and student representatives are optimistic that
participation will increase.
Undergraduate Student
Government President Alex
Wright didn't expect a large
student contingent at the
meeting due to the date
change from Monday to
Tuesday becauseofPresident's
Day, but still hopes to expand
efforts for change.
Wright also
expects
students to be consistently
active in their community.
"If students take an active
role in one issue it will carry
over to other issues," Wright
said.
Wright points to the success
of the student body this past
fall in delaying enforcement
of the zoning laws. Students
previously would have
been evicted in December
Laura Cism« BG News
before students took action,
working with the city, to move SPEAKING OUT: Undergraduate Student Government President Alex Wright talks to members of Bowling
the deadline to May. He hopes Green City Council, as well as community members and students, on student apathy.
that student activism in the
Woodhouse shares Wright's a responsibility to the commu- /.ickar sees increased student
community can work towards
other tangible goals following sentiments.
nity everyday, not just when involvement as a plus for all
Spring Break.
"1 don't want this to be a something is wrong," Vatan parties involved. "Students
Graduate Student Vice one-time thing. Students Woodhouse said.
COUNCIL, PAGE 2
Ward 2 representative Mike
President Deanna Vatan ' Should feel a connection and

Finer Womanhood
Week jumps off
By Allison Halco

BRIEFING
Recycle old books
The Bowling Green
Recycling Center will begin
accepting books beginning
March 1.
The Center is located at
1040 North College.
The 24 hour drop off will
provide containers for them.
Hard cover, soft cover, textbooks, law books, paperback
books, encyclopedia, spiral,
wire or glue-bound books
will be accepted.
For more information,
call The Wood County Solid
Waste District at 419-3549297.

Offenhauer
trades coins
for cards

Students shun council
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REPORTER

In the United States, approximately 72,000 people have it
and about 2 million people are
considered carriers of it.
And yet many Americans
have never even heard of sickle
cell anemia.
The members of Zeta Phi
Beta are working to change
this. This week, as part of their
Finer Womanhood Week, the
sorority sisters are working
to raise awareness about the
disorder by hosting the second
annual lump-Rope-Athon.
Throughout the week,
members of Zeta Phi Beta will
be stationed in the BowenThompson Student Union
lobby, accepting donations for
the event as well as signing up
participants. Each participant
in the lump-Rope-Athon is

By Holly Abrams
REPOR'ER

The use of cumbersome quarters for laundry may be a thing
of the past as a pilot laundry
card system was implemented
in Offenhauer residence hall last
week.
The program, which began
last Wednesday, allows students
to use a pre-paid card to pay for
their laundry expenses. The current quarter system is still available in Offenhauer as in all other
residence halls.
So far about 25 cards have
been sold to students, said
Offenhauer front desk secretary
Holly Orlowski.
"I think it's just traveling
around by word of mouth," she
said. "The cards just make it a lot
easier so students don't have to
carry around all those quarters."
The cards are available in an
initial amount of $30, but can
be reloaded with more money if
a student so desires. Cards can
lie purchased at the Offenhauer
front desk.
The student's information is
electronically put on the card and
he or she arc billed through the
bursar. And at this time, they cards
are only bursarable, said James
Zentmeyer, associate director in
the Office of Residence Life.
LAUNDRY, PAGE 2

SALSA

expected to have sponsors to
pledge donations. All proceeds
from the event will go to the
American Sickle CeU Anemia
Association in Cleveland.
In addition to the lumpRope-Athon, Zeta Phi Beta is
sponsoring The Jump-Oft
for Sickle Cell Anemia, the
proceeds from which will also
be donated to the American
Sickle Cell Anemia Association.
"Sickle cell anemia is a
disease that doesn't get a lot
of attention," sorority member
Danielle Whitmore said.
Although commonly associated with minority groups,
anyone can have sickle cell
anemia. The disease results
from the sickle cell gene, which
causes abnormal hemoglobin in a person's red blood
CARRIERS, PAGE 2
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MOVIN' AND GROOVIN': Erin McKinney and Chris Corbett prance at a How2 Workshop for Salsa
Dancing in Union last night evening.

Bush administration challenges state law
By Hope Yen
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Schindter Family Vidao AP Photo

RIGHT-TO-DIE LAW: Terri Schiavo, right, gets a kiss from her mother,
Mary Schindler, in this Aug. 11,2001, image taken from a videotape.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™URS

WASHINGTON — The Supreme
Court stepped back into the
right-to-die debate yesterday, agreeing to hear the Bush
administration's challenge to
a unique state law allowing
doctors to help terminally ill
patients die more quickly.
Thedecision to review Oregon's
law during the session beginning
in October sets up another fight
over whether states or the federal
government should decide the
delicate question.
The same nine justices sided
with states in 1997, but four
years later Attorney General
John Ashcroft declared that federal drug laws prohibited doctors

from prescribing lethal doses. An
appeals court rejected that interpretation and the Bush administration is appealing the decision.
Since the Oregon law took
effect in 1997, more than 170
people have used it to end their
lives. The law is meant only for
extremely sick people who suffer
from incurable diseases and have
two doctors agree they have six
months or less to live and are of
sound mind.
Oregon Gov. Ted Kulongoski,
a Democrat, said the Bush
administration is trampling on
state's rights.
"While politics has driven
the appeals of the lower court's
tlecisions on: this law, 1 am
confident that now that politics

FRI
Mostly
Cloudy

High: 31"
Low: 21"

are put aside, the Supreme Court
will ultimately sidewiththerights
of Oregonians as citizens of a
sovereign state," he said.
But a physicians' group that
opposes Oregon's law said it is
hopeful the court will toss out
the law on the grounds that
giving lethal prescriptions us not a
legitimate medical practice.
"We don't believe that any
state should be permitted to
unilaterally exempt itself from
federal law forbidding the misuse
of federally controlled substances
to overdose vulnerable patients,"
said Dr. Kenneth Stevens, a
spokesman for Physicians for
Compassionate Care.
A panel of the San Franciscobased 9th U.S. Circuit Court of

SAT
Snow
Showers

High: 30'
Low: 14"
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Appeals ruled in favor of Oregon
last May, saying Ashcroft's
"unilateral attempt to regulate general medical practices
historically entrusted to state
lawmakers interferes with
the democratic debate about
physician-assisted suicide."
Ashcroft filed the appeal last
November, on the day his resignation was announced by the
White House.
Oregon voters passed the law
in 1994 but it was placed on hold
because of legal challenges. In
1997. the Supreme Court unanimously ruled that individuals had no constitutional right
to die, upholding state bans on
RIGHT TO DIE, PAGE 2
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Mayor has direct answers
Campus wide card system in
works for spring semester '06 to students' zoning queries
LAUNDRY. FROM PAGE 1

If a student loses a card he or
she should immediately tell the
front desk so that the card can be
deleted from the system and whoever finds it cannot use it, he said.
I asl summer during an
Offenhauer renovation project
the necessary technology was
Installed to support the card
system. Zentmeyer said.
"Wfe also thought the opportunity was there to Win the
laundry room so that it could go
on some sort of card system." he
said "We thought that ()ITCIIIMIHT
was a prime location because
they were already doing some
technology upgrades so it was noia
significant add-on to the
project and secondly the issue of
getting off the quarter system was
very popular with RSA (Resident
Student Association)."
In addition, ()ffenhauer seemed
to be a prime location because of
the laundry room's capacity.
"It's the largest singe laundry
room on campus, so it made it
very convenient for both using
the card and wiring it," Zentmeyer
said.
A variety proposals have been
made tints far including the idea
of a flat fee for laundry services.
While no final decisions have
been made, the need to get rid
of the quarter system is evident,
Zentmeyer said.
Next summer the current
Diebold contract, that dining
services operates under, will he
expiring and die idea of a one
card system is being discussed,
Zentmeyer said. The laundry
card may be integrated in sin h a
program if it follows through.
"They arc currently in the midst
of searching for a replacement
system that will be much more
flexible towards putting more
opportunities on a card," he said.
"It's a prime opportunity for us to
do some preliminary work and get
some feedback on usage of a card
type system for laundry."
The one card system would
include much of what student ID
cards are used for currently. Other
use) such as a pre-paid debit
card, smdent health service fees,

"If there are any
problems we will
deal with them and
make adjustments
for the following
semester."
JAMES ZENTMEYER, ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR OF RESIDENT LIFE
residence hall access and banking

services, Zentmeyer
"What we're hoping for is it to
be implemented in May of 2006.
We've had meetings to get people interested in what a one card
system would do, so that those
tilings people really want will
get in the system," Kathleen
IcRoy, director of student affairs
budget and administration in the
department of smdent affairs.
A weekly report will be
generated and reviewed to
determine the effectiveness of the
program, Zentmeyer said.
A promotion should be
happening in the next few weeks
to promote the new cards. This
will probably consist of a weekend
special with laundry for 25 cents a
load, Zentmeyer said, most likely
to occur after spring break.
There are currently no plans to
install this type of system in other
residence halls the possibility may
exist in the future, Zentmeyer
said.
"I think that some fonn of this
will lie in other residence halls
but I think that the actual form
will be dependent on some of
the University decisions that are
made with the one card system
and whether they go with the new
Diebold system or not," he said.
BGSU is not the first school to
implement such a system. Other
colleges and Universities even
have a system where students can
check their laundry status online
as well as hear an alarm when
their load is finished, Zentmeyer
said.
With the budget cuts from
the state on die horizon, die
timing may not be right for such a
system
to
be
installed
campus-wide. Zentmeyer said.
Students cite difficulty in

getting proper change for laundry
as one of the problems with using
quartets.
"The change machine is always
broken. The cards will make it
easier for students to do their laundry," said sophomore leff Davis.
Other Offenhauer students have
had similar experiences to Davis.
"I think it's a good idea because
you don't have to worry about
carrying around change and going
to the Union to get quarters," said
sophomore Tim Stotch.
Sophomore Trevor Johnson has
already bought one of the cards
and prefers it to quarters.
"I like the cards better. It's a
lot easier tharl carrying around
change and looking for quarters
and worrying whether the change
machine is in service," he said.
So far the pilot program has
been successful, Zentmeyer said.
"If there are any problems we
will deal with them and make
adjustments for the following
semester," he said.
Students need not worry about
losing their money as the cards
will roll over to next semester, he
said.

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
Shanklin Award
submissions due
tomorrow
Paper submissions for the
(hades E Shanklin Award
for Research Excellence are
due to the Graduate Student
Senate office at 2 p.m. tomorrow.
The annual award, sponsored by GSS, is open to
University graduate students
from any discipline. Winners
will be announced during an
awards ceremony later in the
semester.
Call the GSS office, 402
Union, with questions or
more information an 3722426.

UNIVERSITY

bookstore

Clearance
Blow Out Sale

COUNCIL, FROM PAGE 1

being active and maintaining a dialogue is beneficial for
students as well as city
council," Zickar said.
Questions and comments
dealing specifically with
zoning were sparse but
answered direcdy.
Mayor lohn Quinn assured
USG member Niki Messmore
that students worried about
being evicted out of their
homes in May for zoning
violations need not worry.
"At the May 15 deadline, a
violation would first have to
be found... by the time action
is taken it could be August,"

to necessarily follow the CMU
model.
Allegations of officials
lookingthrough residents'mail
to identify zoning law violators
is of concern to Zickar.
"I hope that the issue will be
resolved quickly," Zickar said.
He added that he would not
support this action and that
few would.
Mayor
Quinn
also
announced he would be
talking to BG bar owners
concerning St. Patrick's Day.
Quinn claims "there is no
socially-redeeming cause" to
open bars at 6 a.m. as in the
past. Wright also urges student
responsibility on the holiday.

Quinn said.
Zickar, whose constituency
is mainly off-campus students,
acknowledged that the current zoning laws mainly deal
with rental units — student
housing — but is hesitant
to enact legislation that may
lower housing values.
Zickar said he does not wish
to see parts of Bowling Green
look like Mount Pleasant, the
home of Central Michigan
University. CMU has similar
zoning laws, except for areas
near campus where they
are more "student-friendly."
Zickar described diose areas
of CMU campus as being "a
dump" and does not want BG

Supreme Court to review right-to-die law
RIGHT TO DIE, FROM PAGE 1

physician-assisted suicide.
However, the opinion
by Chief Justice William II.
Rehnquist said individual
states could decide to permit
the practice.
Prodded by that ruling,
Oregon voters affirmed its
physician-assisted suicide
law for a second time in 1997.
Attorney General Janet Reno
later said states may regulate
their own doctors and rejected a request to use federal
drug laws to prosecute physicians who help patients die.
Ashcroft's
lustice
Department in 2001 said
it would use the federal
Controlled
Substances
Act to punish doctors who
prescribe overdoses since

off life support as early as
today.
In 1990, the Supreme Court
ruled that terminally ill
people may refuse treatment that would otherwise
keep them alive, but declined
in the 1997 case to extend
that constitutional right to
obtaining medication that
would put them to death.
Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore.,
said he expects some in
Congress will seek to circumvent Oregon's law if the
Supreme Court upholds it.
"This isan issue that should
be left up to the voters of the
individual states, and I am
determined that the rights of
Oregonians will not be trampled here." he said.
The case is Gonzales v.
Oregon, 04-623.

physician-assisted suicide
is not a "legitimate medical
purpose."
The issue now before the
Supreme Court is whether
the federal law authorizes the
lustice Department to sanction doctors, and, if so, whether Congress has the authority
to prohibit assisted suicide if
a state chose to allow it.
The Oregon challenge is
the second right-to-die case
to come before the Supreme
Court this year. Last month,
justices rejected a legal
challenge to Florida's "Terri's
Law," a measure to keep
Terri Schiavo, who is severely brain-damaged, on life
support over the objections of
her husband.
Schiavo, whose legal fight
is continuing, could be taken

Sorority increases sickle-cell awareness
CARRIERS, FROM PAGE 1

cells. The sickle-shaped red
blood cells get stuck in small
blood vessels, blocking blood
flow. Sickle cell anemia is a
genetic condition; both parents must be carriers of the
sickle cell gene in order for the
disease to appear in their child.
Carriers, however, are usually
unaffected by the gene
Symptoms of sickle cell
anemia include pain and
swelling in the hands and
feet due to blocked blood

"It's a cause I've been
heavily involved in since I can
remember." Kirkwood said.
The Jump-Off for Sickle Cell
Anemia will be held on Friday
from 10 p.m. -2a.m. at the Perry
Fieldhouse. Admission is $5,
The Jump-Rope-Athon will
be held on Saturday from 2-4
p.m. at the Student Recreation
Center.
For more infonnation about
sickle cell anemia, visit the
American Sickle Cell Anemia
Association's Web site at http://
www.ascaa.org.

vessels, fatigue, fever, shortness of breath, unpredictable
pain where blood cells block
oxygen flow to the tissues, eye
problems, yellowing of the
skin and eyes, a vulnerability
to infections, and stroke.
"People don't actually know
what it does to your body,"
Whitmore said.
For sorority president
Michelle Kirkwood, raising
money for sickle cell anemia
is a more of a personal cause.
Her uncle, who had the disorder, died from it in the 1980s.
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RIBEAU TO GIVE STATE OF UNIVERSITY ADDRESS
University President Ribeau will speak tomorrow
during his 2005 State of the University Address. The
speech will begin at 10 a.m. in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom of the Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
There will be coffee and fellowship at 930 a.m.

CAMPUS

Aid needed for low-income students
ByLynnFraney

KDT

CAMPUS

KANSAS CITY. Mo. — Jason Pratt
was no math whiz in high school,
but he can understand how bad
the odds are for low-income
students like him to graduate
from college.
lust six out of 100 kids from
families making less than
$35,000 a year earn a bachelor's
degree by the time they are 24.
In families making more than
$90,000 a year, 51 out of 100 kids
graduate.
As college tuition skyrockets
and financial aid for low-income
students stagnates, it's no
surprise the gap has grown in
the past 30 years.
That gap is prompting an
increasing number of colleges to
take action.
Some, including Pratt's school,
Northwest Missouri State
University, give low-income students more money for college.
Harvard University now
pledges that students from

families making less than $40,000
will pay nothing.
More schools have joined
College Goal Sunday program,
which makes college financial
aid counselors available for free
to students and their families
to help fill out the complicated
federal financial aid form.
Some are working to give
disadvantaged children a
vision of themselves as college
material by bringing them to
campus at ever-earlier ages for
summer programs.
"Colleges and universities
are very heavily invested in this
and very anxious to do the right
thing for the nation by boosting
achievement," said Terry Hartle,
senior vice president at the
American Council on Education
in Washington, D.C.
Nationally, colleges make
more grants to low-income
students than the federal and
state governments combined.
The problem is that poorly
performing wealthy children

Many must work long hours of four children of a single
are as likely to go to college as
the most academically talented to help their families, hurting mother who emigrated from
their chances of doing well in Asia. After high school she went
poor children. Hartle said.
Colleges know something has school and on standardized to Marymount College, a nowto be done.
tests. That, in turn, means they closed private school in Salina.
Northwest
But after a year she couldn't
are less likely to earn
die scholarships and afford it. She left with debt that
Missouri
State
"It's
just
introduced
the
grants set aside for took her years to pay off.
American Dream un-American. the highest-achievAfter a divorce, Iindsey-Nunn,
who has a seizure disorder, and
ing students.
Grant program this
We
ought
school year. In the
Often they are her two children for a time lived
first two years it
to hang our from families with- on $400 a month.
Now. after quitting work
out much experience
pays tuition, room
heads in
and board for qualiwith higher educa- under her doctor's orders, she
fied students whose
disgrace." tion.That means they has enrolled at KU. She gets
need extra help with disability benefits and is
families earn less
college and financial studying wildlife conservation.
than 530,000. The
students must pitch
While applauding efforts
aid applications and
more
extra support once to make college
TW MORTENSON,
in $1,500 a year and
they get to college, affordable and accessible, one
HIGHER EDUCATION
apply for other aid.
through tutoring or critic of higher education says
POLICY ANALYST
Not being from
help navigating the the changes aren't enough to
a well-off family
close the gap.
presents many educational bureaucracy.
President Bush wants to
Angela Iindsey-Nunn, a
challenges, experts say.
Many attend inferior high 36-year-old University of Kansas increase the amount of Pell
schools that don't have the student, knows the struggles of Grants, the main federal aid
academic
resources and the poor to earn a bachelor's program for poor students. But
the amount of the proposed
strengths as better-off public or degree.
She grew up in Salina, one increase would do little to make
private schools.
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8:00a.m.-11:30a.m.
Waffle House Fundraiser
The American Medical Student
Asscc.. along with Waffle House,
will be holding a raffle as a
fundraiser to help Mary Jo Miller,
who suffers from a rare blood
disease.
Union Lobby

g^^p^Li^k ^^B|a^

Table, Sponsored by NAACP
10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Voter registration table. Sponsored
by the College Democrats
Union Lobby
10:30a.m.-1:00p.m.
Outreach Information Table,
Sponsored by the Career Center
Union Lobby

9:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
WBGU-FM Community Involvement
Campaign Table
Union Lobby

10:30a.m. -2:30p.m.
USG Information Table
Union Lobby

10:00a.m.-4:00p.m.
NAACP Scholarship Pageant Info

11:00a.m.-2:00p.m..
Dance Across Europe Raffle,

Sponsored by Dance Marathon
Union Lobby
11:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
Finer Womanhood Week Table
Zeta Phi Beta will be doing
fundraiser for sickle cell anemia,
taking donations for the
Jump-rope-a-thon, and signing
up volunteers.
Union Lobby
11:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
Bake Sale, Fundraiser sponsored
by Phi Sigma Pi
Education Building Steps

11:00am to 4:00pm
Petition Drive. Sponsored by
Amnesty International
Union Lobby
11:30am to 4:30pm
Daffodil Days Sale
Fundraiser tor the American
Cancer Society sponsored by Alpha
Omicron Pi
Union Lobby
12:00noon- 1:00p.m.
Brown Bag Lunch: "Women.
Smoking & Advertising: Have We
Come a Long Way, Baby'?'' This
presentation will focus on two
themes in cigarette advertising:
Smoking as a means of weight
control and smoking as a sign of
women's independence.
The Women's Center, 107Hanna
Halt
4:30p.m. - 6:30p.m.
Last Lecture Series featuring

Dennis Hefner. Last Lecture Series
is a collection of presentations
given by student selected speakers. This series is designed with
the question "It this person were
to give their last presentation ever,
what would they talk about?"
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Theatre
6:00p.m. - 7:00p.m.
Jobs after Graduation. Do you want
to learn tips on finding the perfect
job after graduation? With the
economy suffering, and budget
cuts on the rise, come learn some
tricks that make you stand out
when looking for that perfect job.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Room 315
6:00p.m. - 7:30p.m.
UDA Musical University Dance
Alliance presesnts a workshop in
Musical Theater style Dance. The
class will be taught by BG Theater
department faculty member Tony

the program catch up with
tuition, which continues to rise
much faster than inflation.
The lack of commitment by
state and federal government
disturbs Tom Mortenson. a
higher education policy analyst
in Iowa.
He crunched the numbers
that show just 6 percent of kids
from families earning less than
$35,000 earn a bachelor's degree
before turning 24, compared
with 51 percent for kids Irom
wealthier families.
"What are we doing here? If
we limit this (higher education)
to people who come from the
most privileged backgrounds,
are we saying to the poor, like
the immigrants moving to
Iowa, 'Sorry. You can clean out
our homes. You can weed our
gardens. But you don't have a
shot at what we have created
here for ourselves.'" Mortenson
said. "It's just un-American.
We ought to hang our heads in
disgrace."

Home. This event is open to anyone
interested, regardless of experience
Cost is $3, or free to UDA members
Theater Dance Workshop. 222
Eppler North
8:00p.m. - 9:30p.m.
Sponsored by Active Christians
Today
Campus Worship in Prout Chapel
8:00p.m. - 10:00p.m.
Plastic Shatners Improv Comedy
in the Pub. It's Wednesday night
and what are you doing? Whatever
it is. it's definitely not as cool as
something planned by the Student
Union! The Bowen-Thompson
Student Union presents Improv
Comedy in the Pub. featuring the
unparalleled wit of the Plastic
Shatners, BGSU's own student
improv team. Come out from
8-10pm and don't forget, it's
Wednesday Wings so bring your
appetite to keep you company.
Union Black Swamp Pub

GREAT JOB

"Does your organization need an
office, workstation, or storage unit?
The suite is located in ^10 BTSU.

OPPORTUNITIES!

mrmmu

I Home City ICE |

No Three Tenant Rule Here

Route Delivery 4 Packaging
Positions Available
$7.00- $12.00+ PtrUMr

All organizations must apply to renew or receive an office,
workstation or storage unit.
Student Organization Suite Applications
Due March 18th to the Office of Campus Involvement,
MM BTSU by 5:00 p.m
The application is for offices, work-stations, and
storage units within the suite.
The application is available at
http://www.bgsu.edu/offlces/sa/getinvolved/suite.html

Office!

Division o< Sludant AJbirs_ _
401 Bomen-Thompson Student Union
411.372.2343

SffittiSS8

www.homecityice.com

Call
18008998070

916 3RD
92&VVQQ8M:
303 E. Merry

MW&BH:
•■*£

30aMieity
■JilotworamrBiaiSnUi
CM IV Mo it 419-363-0325 Item -tpn
or lilting Jl.ail. 24/7 at

iulmnyn

J I
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY

Hi

Our catalog of summer classes is ready to be mailed to you.
It gives you a complete listing of our course offerings and
special workshops. Call today for our Summer Catalog.

Sessions Beginning May, June, July, 2005

Summer 2005
To request a catalog:
call us at
216-397-4257
or email
ptadminajcu.edu
Look us up at
www.jcu.edu/summer
• Convenient lecauon
• Early registration
• Small classes
• Free Parking
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OPINION

"You've done the family proud."
Charles Rockefeller, son of Sen. Jay RockefeUer, in a humorous nod to Damon
Dash, founder of hip-hop's Roc-A-FeDa Records,
at a show during New Vbrk's Fashion Week
(new»*dunin)

[J-WIRE EDITORIAL I UNIVERSITY OFJ0LEDO

Pressure from FCC killing PBS
While "Sesame Street"
and "Clifford the Big
Red Dog" leave
nothing for PBS to fear, a
show in its late night lineup,
"Frontline," may be causing
ulcers at network headquarters.
The Federal Communications
Commission
has
made
broadcasters across the nation
nervous recently with its strict
guidelines regarding profanity
and offensive material.
With PBS's latest "Frontline"
documentary, it's adding to the
long list ofTV programs that have

been censored out of fear of FCC
sanctions, according to the New
York Times.
Thedocumentary, "A Company
of Soldiers," follows the Army's
Kighth Calvary Regiment in
Baghdad during the weeks
following the U.S. presidential
election and leading up to the
lanuary elections in Iraq.
The vulgarity in question:
profane language used by
the soldiers featured in the
documentary.
According to the AP, there were
13 instances of profane language

used in the "Frontline" piece, and
PBS is transmitting an edited
version for broadcast to about
170 network affiliates across the
country.
The producers of "Frontline"
called this an unusual step on
the part of PBS, die Times said. In
order to run the unedited version,
affiliates must tape it in advance
and sign a waiver freeing PBS
from any financial responsibility
stemming from FCC sanctions
due to vulgarity, according to the
Times.
The producers believe the

Senate Bill 24 has many flaws
knowledge to students and to
facilitate academic inquiry and
debate. This is the job that the
government and sntdents are
Opinion Columnist paying teachers to perform.
Never mind any instructors that
Senate Bill 24 should not be pass along blatandy false
information in order to promote
necessary. The legislation
their ideological agenda, but if
Introduced in the Ohio
professors consistently skew
Senate is meant to protect the
debate and conversation then
rights of students and profesthey are failing the American
sors to not be discriminated
taxpayers and students.
against based on their political
In the "real world" employees
and religious beliefs. The bill is
who don't do their jobs correctly
about "academic freedom."
get fired. In the liberal world of
legislation and government
academia there is no
intrusion in order to right
accountability to diversify
wrongs is never the most
thought Senate Bill 24 is an
desirable course Unfortunately,
attempt to hold universities
historically it was crucial in
and their faculty responsible to
assisting segments of 11M
the American people. Some of
population that were
the bill's provisions to students
discriminated against. Powerful
include the right to be graded
groups in society have been
solely on "reasoned answers and
reluctant to give up dicir priviappropriate knowledge"
lege for the sake of equality. And,
without discrimination based
in today's university climate, it
on religious, political or ideois undeniable that liberal ideology has a stranglehold on higher logical beliefs and the right to a
broad range of "serious scholarly
education. A study of 1,000 proopinion" that includes "dissentfessors found that Democrats
ing sources and viewpoints".
ouuiumber Republicans 7 to
The bill protects professors as
1,1 jberalism is so entrenched
well by stating they "shall not be
within the system that it blinds
hired, fired, promoted, granted
the people involved from
tenure, or denied promotion
even recognizing the disparity
or tenure on the basis of their
between them and society.
political, ideological, or religious
I Iniversities place high value
beliefs."
on diversity and protecting
It mandates that universities
equality based on race, sexual
must set up a grievance
preference, gender—anything
procedure for any violations
and everything but intellectual
to these policies. Professors'
thought. Ihis University has
employment based on
an entire Office of Equity and
performance and contribution
Diversity to service those groups
and students' grading based on
whose rights are protected by
perfonnance and contributionlaw. This office's mission states
sounds reasonable.
that "is an essential component
That being said, one of the
< if IK iSU's efforts to achieve and
fundamental flaws with Senate
support a diverse
Bill 24 is that it would apply to
university community where all
all colleges in Ohio, public and
are encouraged to succeed and
private alike. To hold privately
where none are excluded from
funded schools to state stanparticipation based on any
dards could be disastrous. Many
irrelevant characteristics."
private and parochial schools
What is the point of a diverse
exist because the consumer is
community of participants if a
unsatisfied with the state funded
diversity of ideas is not
options for learning. These instipromoted?
tutions are accountable to the
A college professor's job in die
users tliat buy their service, not
classroom is to pass on expert
AMANDA
HOOPER

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
If you were starting a record label, what would
you name it?

BGNEWS

die government What would
become of private religious
universities that choose a religious-based curriculum? Would
tiiey be forced to incorporate all
religious viewpoints? The government has no right to legislate
tiiis marketplace that students
choose to attend and pay for.
The other major flaw with this
bill is die provision that "Faculty
and instructors shall not infringe
the academic freedom and
quality of education of dieir
students by persistendy introducing controversial matter into
the classroom or coursework
that has no relation to their subjectofsrudyandthat serves no
legitimate pedagogical purpose."
The ambiguity of this section
leaves it open to misinterpretation and abuse. Who decides
what subject matters do not
pertain to the class or serve a
purpose? One of the goals of a
well rounded education is to
find the continuity between
classes and make cross
discipline connections. Students
should learn to apply knowledge
to other classes and to life What
is the purpose of education
without application?
This bill would inevitably
have a slew of unintended
consequences. Good intentions
don't always have a positive
outcome. Simply look at some
of the complications for boys
sports that have stemmed from
the Tide IX legislation. Although
on the surface true academic
freedom would be refreshing, it
is only prudent to examine all of
the possibilities for perversion
and distortion in this version of
Senate Bill 24.
1 lopefuUy these proposals
will stimulate conversation and
debate on die topic of academic
freedom. Ideally, universities
would recognize the fundamental rights outlined in Senate Bill
24, evaluate their institutions'
internal deficiencies and adopt
the appropriate modifications to
school code voluntarily.
Send comments to Amanda at
ahooper^'bgneLbgsu.edu

preference shown to the edit- the level of stress the soldiers are
ed version is in response to under and the intensity of the sitconfusion about FCC regulations, uation they're in, the Times said.
If the profanity is in context,
the Times said.
But "Frontline" lawyers said occurs only 13 times and has
the profanity is acceptable, as it is "merit," why is PBS afraid of
in context with the documentary, showing "A Company of Soldiers"
lacoba Adas, the vice president in its original form?
To encourage the broadcast
of PBS, called the choice a "financial decision" that does not reflect of the edited version of the
on the "merit" PBS officials think "Frontline" pieces by making
running the raw version so
die film has, the Times said.
The producers of the complicated, PBS is strictly
documentary say the profanity is censoring itself and softening
an important aspect of the film, reality for viewers.
While it would be smart to run
as it helps to accurately display

the documentary with a warning
and later at night when children
are less likely to be tuned in, PBS
should not outright censor the
documentary.
Instead,
it
should
present "Frontline viewers with
the true insight into the war the
unedited
version of the
documentary presents.
PBS has a chance to
display important shows—not
pre-packaged or "safe" shows like
the large networks air. It would
be doing a disservice to ignore
this obligation to the public.

First Amendment open for all
I. MICHAEL
BESTUL

....from the pit of insanity
OK, I know. I realize
that I'm way back in
the line of columnists
talking about Hollywood and
politics. But I can't help it when
someone looks at the First
Amendment as some sort of
unfortunate loophole in the
Constitution. It's like flies and
those zappers.
In addition, this has touched
a nerve because of my area of
study. You see, I got my degree
in Theatre. I dedicated my years
to writing, acting, and directing,
sometimes to the detriment of
my classes. As a result, I'm used
to the unoriginal and infuriating
argument of "you're an
entertainer, just shut up and
entertain me" Doesn't mean I
like it, but I am used to it
That said, let's look at
this "culture war" between
Hollywood liberals and
correo-thinking conservatives.
Remember, I could become an
actor some day, so I probably
don't know a damned thing.
On the surface, we have a
simple assertion. Hollywood
liberals have a ton of money,
and are therefore out of touch
with reality and common
America 'lake a look at the
Forbes list of richest Americans.
Of the top 100, how many got
there because of the Hollywood
industry? Two: George Lucas
and Steven Spielberg. The other
98 are business magnates or
people with an inheritance
If the Hollywood liberals
make up only a small fraction
of our nation's wealthy, and
have less direct influence than
the businessmen who own the
corporations we work for, why
is conservative America concerned about the Hollywood
"propaganda"? Oh, right, we love
our celebrity culture. Music and
movies are everywhere.

Speaking of, if we realfy want
to start telling Hollywood and
music types to shut up, can I
add a couple? I pick Toby Keith
and Darrell Wbrley, two men
who have profited heavily from
the culture of patriotism and
9/11.1 guess writing shallow
tripe that panders to nationalistic pride has its rewards. 1
sure dont see Sage Francis
gaining any fame or cash with
"Makeshift Patriot" an aesthetically superior song that actually
has some level of depth to it
But maybe that's just my
warped "Hollywood" mind
set I also like the Descendents'
Me nan i." a song that looks at
the strange dichotomy defining
America It's "The country that
1 love," home of "Ben Franklin.
Twain and Poe and Walt
Whitman." On the other hand,
it's also "the sickest joke I know,"
land of "slaves, and the Klu Klux
Kl.m. the Haymarket Riot and
the Great Depression."
This is where the "love it or
leave it" rhetoric really
bothers me If I have criticisms
about our government should
I forget it and leave? Wouldn't
that signify that I don't love
my country enough to make it
better? What would have happened if our Founding Fathers
had given up while the Articles
of Confederation were foundering? How would our country
have turned out if Abolitionists,
non-Protestants, or anyone
living in the Depression had
decided to leave rather than
work for change?
And what happened when
nearly half the country did
leave, taking their states with
them? Hi*! was a fun time in
American history, wasn't it?
Then again, America is a pretty damn sweet country. Make
no doubt we've got it good here.
Maybe the Hollywood liberals
do stay not out of love of country, but because there's no other
country tor them. Let's look
around the world. The celebrity
(star) system of actors really
took shape in Fiigland, under

the reign of Elizabeth. Germany
was home to the first theatrical
"director." And Japan has families who have handed down
the task ol performing in Noh
and Kabuki theatre through
the generations. Hmm... I'm
pretty sure that the Hollywood
kids could find another country
receptive to them. If you still
aren't convinced, just look at
Roman Polanski's Oscar.
But, hey, I'm a wannabe
Hollywood liberal, what would
I know? I'm merely forcing this
propaganda onto you in the
liberal media Propaganda That
word gets thrown around a lot
("liberal media" does to, but
thafs another tangent). Why
do we label celebrity opinions,
films, and music "propaganda"
yet forget that this administration once hired actors and
writers to make a fake news
segment supporting its policy?
Isn't the second one closer to
the definition of propaganda?
I digress. What
conservatives seem to forget
(besides Ronald Reagan being
a man of Hollywood) is that
the government did, years
ago, tell artists to shut up loey
McCarthy and his House
Un-American Activities
Committee destroyed the livelihoods of men and women who
loved their country too much to
leave it or pander to its government Hollywood hasn't forgotten a time when conservative
politicians treated the First
Amendment like an annoying
loophole. Maybe Hollywood
(and us wannabes) make our
stances because we fear something like that happening again.
obviously I don't think our
government is perfect
especially this administration.
But the government has kept
our country wealthy, free, and
hopeful for over 200 years. But it
did so by changing and
adapting, not by hushing
everyone who criticized it
/. Michael Bestul is uniting for
criticism at best@bgneLbgsu.edu
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
A man goes into a
doctor's office and says
"Doctor! Doctor! I had
a dream I was a set of
Venetian blinds! What
do I do?"
The doctor said, "Just
pull yourself together."
E-mail your favorite joke to
msussma@bgnet.bgsu.edu and
it may be used in next weeks
edition of Not News.

Is that a pocket full
of dreams or are
you just happy to
see me?
Illustrated by Martel White martelw@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Through the
looking glass

If the shoe fits, don't stop looking
Shoes — ihey separate us
from the barefoot Since
the inception of the shoe,
there has been one celebrated
event by women.
Shoe sales.
The very phrase "shoe sale"
invokes a feeling of thrill among
all women. It ranks right up
there with "fat free cheesecake"
and "Stay tuned for an all new
'Desperate Housewives!'"
To understand the phenomenon of shoe sales doesn't take
much. All a man needs to do
is suck in his pride, turn to his
significant other and mutter,
"Baby, let's go to the mall."
And the fun begins.
Before I continue, 1 must
explain to my women readers
(Mom) that men are shoe illiterate. We stick with a pair of shoes
as long as CBS sticks with a daytime game show host — until
five years after his estimated
death. The soles may be worn,
discolored or completely separate from the rest of the shoe,
but it doesn't faze men because

MATT
SUSSMAN
Puddle of Suss
the shoe still fits, and there's
nothing duct tape can't repair.
Before entering the mall, the
man takes one final look at the
outside world. It may be the last
time he sees die sun. When he
resurfaces, odds are the skies
will be tarnished by nuclear
winter. But the end of the world
won't end the sale of shoes.
Once inside, the man trails
close behind his female counterpart. I le is now a leashed
puppy, for he fears wandering
away and getting lost in a sea of
Gymborees and jewelry kiosks.
Suddenly, the female sees
the sign: "SHOE SALE." Her jaw
drops. She can't believe her eyes,
despite the other 17 shoe stores
in the mall also have shoe sales.
And the fun begins. Finally.
The girl thumbs through

the shoeboxes, looking for that
perfect pair of footwear. With
male three steps behind, the girl
becomes frustrated and unable
to find the shoes she wants.
"They don't have my size!"
"It's the wrong color!"
"This shoe's full of gravy!"
Although she already owns
317 pairs of shoes, she feels
dejected and unsuccessful. The
woman exits the store, although
the male is quite proud of his
"gravy in the shoe" gag.
Shoe shopping is halted
in lieu of browsing in clothing stores. The woman scouts
out all the dresses — evening
gowns, prom dresses, astronaut
suits — while the guy (still trailing three paces) is afraid to even
touch the clothing racks, as if
the hangers were used tampons.
As the girl visualizes herself
in each dress, a peculiar event
happens. The man turns around
and sees one of his own —
another guy trailing a shopping
girl. The men lock eyes for a
moment, but nothing is said. As

if by telepathy, the profound yet
brief message is relayed through
testosterone: "I feel ya, bro."
Meanwhile, the girl doesn't
buy a dress because every time
she pictured wearing it in public, she had 10 extra pounds and
everyone noticed. Fortunately,
she smells something in the air,
like a trained bloodhound. No,
it's not the weird guy at the mall
who speaks to God through his
wristwatch and never showers.
It's another shoe sale.
And the fun begins. Part deux.
The pandemonium is comparable to the scene from "Willy
Wonka and the Chocolate
Factory" where Veruca Salt (the
bratty girl) demanded her father
make all his workers unwrap
chocolate bars looking for the
golden ticket. The difference
is, however, at least someone
found the golden ticket. None of
the women find the shoes they
imagine in their mind.
This is because the "perfect
shoe" doesn't exist. Shoe corporations purposely make every

shoe just a skosh off the mark.
Every loafer, sneaker, pump,
flip-flop and bunny slipper are
"just OK." According to womankind, "if only this one (insert
shoe flaw] were just (insert
improvement to said flaw|, then
I'd be (insert feeling women get
when they wash their hair like in
those shampoo commercials!."
To be fair, men feel the
same angst when rummaging
through a used video game
store Dreams of striking gold on
a cheap, used copy of "Madden
2005" turn to ashes when all
they have are one- and two-year
old versions. They're the same
basic games, but, according to
guys, "They're one- or rwo-years
old. Du-uh!"
As the couple leaves die mall,
both the man and woman feel a
sense of emptiness. The woman
bought nothing — and the man
used up all his gravy.

By Mike Pineree
KRI CAMPUS

BUT OFFICER, I'M THE
DESIGNATED DRIVER
A couple spent the evening at a
bar in Owego, N.Y., and, as the
man was driving out of the lot,
he hit a parked car. Police cited
him for drunk driving.
His wife then took over
the wheel for the ride home.
Unfortunately, she was drunk
too. She was pulled over 27
minutes later.
OOH! 0W! NO! YEECHHHH!
OH GOD!
A portable toilet, perched atop a
hiil at a Katonah. N.Y.
construction site, suddenly
began to tip, much to the dismay
of the guy sitting inside.
Then, the toilet fell on its side
and bounced down the hill,
providing a most unpleasant
experience for its unwilling
passenger. I le is suing.

Matt wants a gift certificate
to Gymlxiree. Send him one at
msussma@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

WHEEEEEE! I CAN FLY! YAY!
SPLAT!
Dozens of birds got so drunk
from eating fermented holly berries that they were seenf ailing
off their tree branches or flying
at high speed into die glass of an
office building in Columbia, S.C.

Yes, Mom, HI eat healthy at school
Everyone on campus acts
so nice on President's
Day. The dining centers
were immaculate. I walked into
the Dial, and it had a big sign
"Welcome to Bowling Green."
"Awwww," 1 thought, "it just
makes me feel so warm and
fuzzy." It was delightful. For
one day out of the year, this
school becomes a Utopia.
Everyone is happy (aside from
the 87 million high school
students), and it's a joyous time.
With all of that said, man am
I glad that Uiey're gone. Now
we can get back to making fun
of them. They all try to look like
they're not high school students.
I lello, die big tour group that
you're in kind of gives it away
there. Not to mention that half
of them are wearing their high
school letter jackets.
Then again, we were all in
that same boat. Sometimes
I look at stuff 1 did — stuff I
thought was cool at the time,
and I think, "Wow, what a loser."
For instance, last year when I

JOSH
BENNER
lust JosliiriYa
visited here on President's Day,
my cousin who was also visiting
and I, walked around campus
doing fake Southern accents.
The first time I visited BG,
when I was a junior in high
school, my mom made me wear
khaki pants and a button-down
shirt, because she thought that
my appearance would impact
whether or not I was accepted.
What were they going to say?
"Ooh, jeans, Mr. Benner is most
certainly not Bowling Green
material."
So I can definitely empathize
with the high school students
who were here. When I saw
them walking around campus
on Monday, they all had such
rage-filled expressions on their
races. It's just so boring. I don't
think anyone actually likes
doing a campus visit. I mean,

the parents love it; if you look
close enough at a tour group,
you'll see people's parents
taking notes. Well sort of
— what they're actually doing
is writing down questions that
they will mercilessly ask their
kids on the way home. It's like
a CIA agent trying to break a
member of Al Qaeda in an effort
to get information out of them.
Parent: "So what did you
think?"
Child: "It was good."

Parent: "Rooms were pretty
small."
Child: "Yep."
Parent: "But you'll get used to
that." (laughs)
Child: (wonders why they are
laughing) "Yeah, I suppose."
Parent: "It looked like they
had a variety of food."
Child: "Mmhmm."

Parent: "I mean, sometimes,
you might not even have to get a
full meal. Maybe you could just
get a bagel or something, and
that could be your meal."
Child: "Yeah, I guess so."

(thinks to self "I wonder wtiat
would happen if I were to jump
out of this car")
Parent: "They also had a lot
of fruit. That's good. That way
you could get a sandwich, and
maybe an apple or a salad."
Child: "Sure." {"Yes, because
the wry first thing that I consider
in any endeat<or is whether or
not I'm going to be able to get all
of my B-vitamins.")
By this point in time, the
parent will say something completely ridiculous and off-topic.
"I don't know if you've
thought about this, but it might
be a good idea for you to get one
of those three hole
hole-punchers."
The kid's response: "You don't
know if I've thought about it Of
course I haven't thought about
it 1 don't care. I'll take the edge
of my pencil and jam holes into
the paper if that's what it takes,
REST ASSURED THAT IT IS
UNDER CONTROir
Sometimes parents will make
completely obvious observations

"So that would be where you
sleep." Yes, that's generally what
beds are used for.
Or what's even worse is when
they start talking to other
parents. It's a real think tank
right there. Parents sort of get
this competitiveness when they
talk about dieir kids.
"Our daughter Chloe is
valedictorian, captain of the
soccer team, set a school record
in hours of community service,
and she spends her weekends
reading to blind, deaf, mute
homeless orphans. Yes, she's
practically perfect."
"Well losh is on the
newspaper, and... well... what
else do you do?"
As Mother turns to me, I'm
pretending to be a Southerner.
"I do declare lebidiah, that
theys mo' people here than
their were at aunt Bessie's hog
roast on the fourth of lu-ly."

WELL WELL, WHAT HAVE WE
HERE?
A man standing in line at an
Albuquerque, N.M., convenience
store dropped a dollar bill that
had been folded into a pouch in
the way drug dealers use to hold
dieir cocaine. Many policemen
realize what bills folded in this
manner are used for.
And two of them happened to
be standing in line right behind
the guy when the cocaineencrusted bill fell to the floor.
NEVER TOO YOUNG, NEVER
TOO OLD
Women are being groped on
jam-packed Tokyo commuter
trains at a record pace. Almost
1,900 gropers were arrested last
year. A third of them were in
their 30s, but the ages of the
others ranged from 14 to 80.
Mike Pingree is a Boston Herald
columnist. Read more from tlie
"Looking Class" at wwiv.pingreeslookingglass.com.

For a tour of campus (lie
knows all the sidewalks), e-mail
him at jbenner@bgnet. Iigsu.edu.

Friday, February25
10p.m.to 1am.
StudentRecrecrtic)nC^nter
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Jeffrey Kaiser, D.D.S.
Family Dentistry

Obstacle Course

Accepting New Patients
Same Day Emergency Care
Delta Dental Provider for
BGSU Staff, Faculty, and
Students
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FREE
Admission

Call for appointment
419-352-4661
1064 W. Wooster St..
Bowling Green
Visit our Website at
www.StrawmanKaiaerDentisU.com
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Sponsored by: Wellness Connection, Bacchus/Gamma, UCADI, Vice President for Student Affairs, ODADAS, Student Health
Service, Vision, Student Recreation Center, LGBTQ-A Resource Center, Residence Life Special Programs, Pepsi,
Interfraternity Council, Dairy Queen, Meijer. University Bookstore, UAO
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GOVERNMENT CRACKS DOWN ON SCAMS
WASHINGTON (AP) - Make big bucks at home stuffing
envelopes! Or assembling refrigerator magnets! That
last come-on attracted around 30,000 people, the
government said yesterday, announcing a crackdown
on some 200 scam operations that falsely offered
work-at-home and other business opportunities.

MTI0N

Virginia man on trial
By Matthew Barakat
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ALEXANDRIA. Va. — A former
Virginia high school valedictorian
who had been detained in Saudi
Arabia as a suspected terrorist
was charged yesterday with conspiring to assassinate President
Bush and with supporting the
al-Qaida terrorist network.
Ahmed Omar Abu Ali, 23, a
U.S. citizen, made an initial
appearance yesterday in U.S.
District Court but did not enter
a plea. He claimed that he was
tortured while detained in Saudi
Arabia since )une of 2003 and
offered through his lawyer to
show the judge his scars.
The federal indictment
said that in 2002 and 2003

Abu Ali and an unidentified
co-conspirator discussed plans
for Abu Ah to assassinate Hush.
They discussed two scenarios,
the indictment said, one in which
Abu Ali "would get close enough
to the president to shoot him
on the street" and, alternatively,
"an operation in which Abu Ali
would detonate a car bomb."
According
to
the
indictment, Abu /Mi obtained a
religious blessing from another
unidentified co-conspirator to
assassinate the president.
More than 100 supporters of
Abu Ali crowded the courtroom
and laughed when the charge
was read aloud alleging that he
conspired to assassinate Bush.
When Abu Ali asked to speak,

U.S. Magistrate [jam O'Grady
suggested he consult with his
attorney, Ashraf Nubani.
"He was tortured," Nubani told
the court "He has the evidence
on his back. He was whipped.
He was handcuffed for days at a
time."
When Nubani offered to show
the judge his back, O'Grady said
that Abu Ali might be able to enter
that as evidence on Thursday at a
detention hearing
"1 can assure you, you will not
suffer any torture or humiliation while in the (U.S.I marshals'
custody," O'Grady said.
Abu Ali is charged with
six counts and would face a
maximum of 80 years in prison if
convicted.

Kevin Wolt AP Photo

DEFENDING THE CHARGES Omar Abu Ali, right, and Faten Abu Ali speak out about the charges against
their son, Ahmed Omar Abu Ali, with conspiring to assassinate President Bush.

Arguments to be heard on Death with Dignity Act
1998, more than 170 people
have used the law to end their
WASHINGTON —The Supreme lives.
Argumetits will be heard in
Court yesterday said it will hear
a challenge to the nation's only the court's next term, which
assisted suicide law, taking up begins in October.
Former Attorney General
a case embracing the Bush
administration's appeal to stop John Ashcroft filed the appeal
doctors from helping terminal- last November, on the day his
resignation was announced
ly ill patients die more quickly.
Justices will review a lower by the White House, arguing
court ruling that said the U.S. that physician-assisted suicide
government cannot sanction is not a "legitimate medical
or hold doctors criminally purpose" and that doctors take
liable for prescribing overdoses an oath to heal patients, not
under Oregon's voter-approved help them die.
Oregon
countered
by
Death with Dignity Act. Since
By Hope Yen

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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sayingthat regulation of doctors state lawmakers interferes with er the federal Controlled this year. I-ast month, justices
generally has been the sole the democratic debate about Substances Act authorizes the rejected Florida Gov. Jeb Bush's
responsibility of the states. physician-assisted suicide," Justice Department to do so.
appeal to keep Terri Schiavo,
Oregon voters approved the who is severely brain-damAshcroft has no authority wrote Judge Richard Tallman in
law in 1994 and overwhelm- aged, on life support over the
under the federal Controlled the 2-1 opinion.
In 1997, the Supreme Court ingly affirmed it three years
Substances Act to punish
that later when it was returned to objections of her husband.
doctors because Congress unanimously ruled
Schiavo, whose legal fight is
had
no the ballot following a failed
intended the law only to individuals
prevent illegal drug trafficking, constitutional right to die, legal challenge that stalled its continuing, was scheduled to
be taken off life support as early
upholding state bans on implementation.
the state argued.
The law allows terminal- as yesterday.
The San Francisco-based 9th physician-assisted suicide. In
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals an opinion by Chief Justice ly ill patients with less than
In 1990, the Supreme
William H. Rehnquist, the court six months to live to request Court ruled that terminally ill
sided with Oregon last May.
"The attorney general's suggested it was up to the indi- a lethal dose of drugs. Two people may refuse treatunilateral
attempt
to vidual states to decide whether doctors must confirm the ment that would otherwise
diagnosis and determine the
regulate general medical prac- to permit or ban the practice.
The issue now before die patient to be mentally compe- keep them alive, but declined
tices historically entrusted to
in the 1997 case to extend
high court is whether Congress tent to make the request.
The Oregon challenge is the that constitutional right to
could step in to prohibit
assisted suicide if a state chose second right-to-die case to obtaining medication that
to allow it, and, if so, wheth- come before the Supreme Court would put them to death.

Man charged in disappearance
of pregnant woman and son

DID YOU KNOW...

PI KAPPA ALPHA
• HAS THE 3RD HIGHEST CUMULATIVE FRATERNITY GPA.

By Angela K. Brown

• HAS THE MOST COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS AS A COLONY IN THE GREEK COMMUNITY.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

• Is 3RD IN THE GREEK COMMUNITY FOR MONEY RAISED FOR CHARITY.

FORT WORTH, Texas — An
ex-boyfriend was arrested and
charged with murder in the
disappearance of a pregnant
woman and her 7-year-old
son, officials said yesterday.
The two are believed dead
but have not been found, they
said.
Bagel shop owner Lisa
Underwood, seven months
pregnant, and her son, layden,
were reported missing after
she failed to show up at her
baby shower Saturday. A pool
of blood was found in her
home.

• HAS ONE SEMI-FORMAL EVERY SEMESTER AND ONE FORMAL PER YEAR.
• HAS MEMBERS ACTIVE IN UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS, USG AND DANCE MARATHON.
• UPCOMING PHILANTHROPY TO BENEFIT THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.

Stop by the Pike house Thursday night for FREE B-DUBS
and the Pike table in the BTSU lobby on Thursday for more
information.
SCHOLARS

LEADERS

ATHLETES

GENTLEMEN

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: BEN MOSSING - PRESIDENT 4 19-410-8145 OR

scorr RICE - VICE PRESIDENT 937-369-3938
V Nil \ Nil \ Nil V

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
629 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$660 per month, Deposit $880. Tenants pay utilities.
Tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
710 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$740 per month, Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has
washer and dryer. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 - August
5. 2006.
714 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars $680 per month. Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006
134MANVILLE 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Tenants have use of the garage for storage only. $820 per
month. Deposit $820. Tenants pay utilities. Lease datesMay 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
723 SIXTH 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Tenants DO
NOT have use of the garage. $560 per month. Deposit
$560. Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates-May 14, 2005
- May 6, 2006.
We have many other apartments available.
Stop in the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

"We are continuing
our very aggressive
search to locate
them."
GENE JONES, POLICE LT.

Stephen Barbee, 37. of Fort
Worth, was arrested Monday
night in Tyler and was being
brought back to Tarrant
County by Fort Worth police.
His bail was set at $2 million.
Authorities believe the
family is dead, Fort Worth
police Lt. Gene Jones said in a
news conference.
"We are continuing our very
aggressive search to locate
them," he said.
On Monday, Underwood's
sport utility vehicle was found
partially submerged in a creek
near Demon.

Management Inc.

LOG
N

\y"

/ View our 2005/2006 availability
(Heinzsite will have Free High
Speed Internet Access)
/ View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to
make your search easier

STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"

sjy

/ Register for the IPOD
give away
Or visit us at
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800 • info@meccabg.com

353-7272
(papa)
Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am -1:30am

Frl & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
HOURS! Thur,
Sun: 11 am-1:30am
cash, checks

UBS

JLDLMT 1 Large, 1 Item

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Flours Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www johnnewloverealestate.com

Acting on an anonymous
tip, police searched a Fort
Worth home during the night
and found an item referred
to by the tipster, but officials
would not say what it was or
how it figured in their investigation.
. Jones said he didn't know
why Barbee was in Tyler, how
investigators knew to find
him there or whether there
were other suspects.
"We haven't established a
motive, so I can't speak to
that," (ones said.
"WeknowthatatonetimeMr.
Barbee and Ms. Underwood
were romantically involved.
We don't know what the
latest
status
of
that
relationship was," he said.
Jones said he didn't know
who was the father of
Underwood's fetus.

Management Inc.
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NORTH KOREAN LEADER DELAYS TALKS
SEOUL, South Korea CAP) — Kim Jong D rebuffed
a U.S. demand for immediate disarmament talks,
saying Washington needs to show sincerity and meet
conditions, his country's news agency said yesterday.
He said his government's commitment to a peaceful
solution to the nuclear dispute remains unchanged.

WORLD

6.4 earthquake
shakes Iran
By Masser farimi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SARBAGH, Iran — A powerful
earthquake flattened villages
and collapsed mud-brick homes
in central Iran yesterday, killing
at least 370 people and injuring
hundreds.
In a cold rain, survivors dug
frantically through slabs of
concrete and piles of dirt,
searching for loved ones buried
under the rubble of destroyed
homes. Footage on Iranian
television showed survivors
slapping their faces in grief as
they sat beside dead relatives
wrapped in blankets.
"Where have you gone? I had
a lot of plans for you," Hossein
Golestani sang softly to his
lifeless 7-year-old daughter,
held in his arms. His 8-year-old
daughter lay dead beside him.
State-run Iranian television
cited medical forensic officials
in the province saying the death
toll "has surpassed 370."
The magnitude-6.4 quake
was centered on the outskirts of
Zarand a town of about 15,000
people in Kerman province 600
miles southeast ofTehran, according to the seismological unit of

Tehran University's Geophysics
Institute.
It struck the mountainous
region at 5:55 am., damaging
at least 40 villages with a total
population of about 30,000
people, officials said.
Heavy rain hampered rescue
efforts, and temperatures were
expected to turn bitterly cold
after nightfall, compounding the
misery. Emergency officials tried
to evacuate survivors to nearby
towns and cities.
Officials said yesterday's
quake was not a replay of the
devastating Bam earthquake in
2003 because the epicenter was
near lightly populated, remote
villages. Yesterday's quake was
also much deeper— 25 miles
underground. The 6.6-magnitude quake that flattened Bam
and killed 26,000 people was six
miles underground.
While homes made of mud
collapsed, cement buildings did
not appear heavily damaged.
The tiny villages that dot the
mountain ranges were hit hard.
In the village of Sarbagh, near
Zarand, nearly 80 percent of the
buildings were destroyed.
Kerman's
governor,
Mohammad All Karimi. told

NATO
struggles
for allies
By lorn ftaum
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Vahid Sjtomi APPtmlo
BARELY RECOVERING: A man grieves over victims of the earthquake in the village of Hotkan. Iran, near
the city of Zarand, central Iran yesterday. A magnitude-6.4 earthquake flattened villages in the mountains
of central Iran on Tuesday, killing at least 370 people and injuring hundreds.

state-run
television
that
several villages had beendestroyed and hundreds of
people were injured.
Iranian television reported all
hospitals in Zarand were filled
to capacity with the injured,
showing elderly women and
men lying on beds and victims
wrapped in bloody bandages or
with broken bones.
The governor of Zarand told
state-ran television that power
in the region has been disrupted,

and supplies were needed.
The Iranian Red Crescent told
international relief officials it
did not need outside aid, said
Roy Probert, a spokesman for
the Geneva-based International
Federation of Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies. Some
1,500 workers from the Iranian
agency, along with search dogs
and mountain rescue teams,
reached all the affected villages
and were rushing in tents and
tarps, Probert said.

"They seem to have the
situation well in hand," Probert
told The Associated Press.
Relief officials said they
learned many lessons from die
Bam quake.
"The earthquake in 2003 gave
us a very good experience of
how to deal with such a natural
disaster. Despite the rain, relief
operations are going smoothly.
Relief teams have reached the
villages and are helping the
survivors," Soltani said.

Shiite in debate over Prime Minister
By Maggie Michael
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Top Shiite
politicians met at a heavily
fortified building yesterday to
choose between conservative
interim vice president Ibrahim
al-laafari and secular Shiite
Ahmad Chalabi as their candidate to be Iraq's next prime
minister.
If they fail to reach a
decision—and so tar neither allaafari nor Chalabi have shown
any signs of backing down—
leaders of the clergy-backed
United Iraqi Alliance will hold
a secret ballot later yesterday to
decide the issue, said alliance
member Ali al-Hashim.
"We will do our best to select
one today," he said.
Meanwhile, two explosions
echoed through the Iraqi
capital at midday. A small
plume of black smoke could
be seen rising above the Green
Zone, where Iraqi government
offices and the U.S. Embassy
are located.
Police Capt. Muthanna
Hassan said one of the blasts
was a car bomb that exploded
as an Iraqi special forces convoy
passed by, killing two soldiers
and wounding 20 others. It was
not clear what caused the other
blast
In western Baghdad, masked
gunmen hurled explosives into a
Shiite mosque in the Ghazaliyah
neighborhood, police Capt.
Sa'ad lawad Kaclhim said. The

explosives failed to detonate
and guards opened fire on the
attackers, killing one and forcing
the rest to flee, Kadhim said.
Also in Baghdad, Iraqi police
foiled a suicide bombing
attempt, arresting a Sudanese
man who tried to detonate an
explosive-laden belt inside the
Adnan Khair Allah hospital in
the north of the city, Interior
Ministry Capt. Ahmed Ismael
said.
It was apparently the
second suicide mission involving
a Sudanese. At least one man
believed to be of Sudanese
origin carried out a suicide
bombing Saturday in Baghdad,
part of a wave of violence
across the country that killed 55
people on Ashoura, the holiest
day of the Shiite calendar.
Also in the capital, a U.S. military convoy was hit in a roadside
bomb attack in the southern
neighborhood of Doura, police
It. HaithamAbdulRazaksaid.
Elsewhere Tuesday, U.S.
troops exchanged fire with
gunmen in Samaria. 60 miles
north of the capital. One Iraqi
was killed in a mortar strike
there, said Dr. .Vila al-Deen
Mohammed.
The violence, typical of
recent months in Iraq, comes
as Shiites prepare to take
power there for the first time in
modem history.
The Shiite alliance won 140
seats in the 275-seat National
Assembly in Ian. 30 elections,
and a two-thirds majority, or

"We had hoped that
we would agree on
one person without
the secret ballot,
because we fear
that such a vote
will cause divisions
inside the alliance."
J. M. TAQI, SCIRI MEMBER
182 seats, is needed to confirm a
prime minister. That means the
alliance will need to strike a deal
with smaller parties to form the
next government after choosing
its candidate.
About two dozen top Shiite
politicians were meeting at
the Baghdad headquarters
of the leader of the Supreme
Council for Islamic Revolution
in Iraq. Shiite politicians have
been negotiating to decide their
candidate for days.

Chalabi spokesman Haidar
al-Moussawi said Monday that
the most powerful man in predominantly Shiite Iraq, Grand
Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani, met
with interim Finance Minister
Adil Abdul-Mahdi in the southern city of Najaf on Tuesday and
gave his backing for whatever
decision the alliance makes.
"Al-Sistani assured that
whoever the alliance will
choose, he will agree on him,"
al-Moussawi said.
Although supporters of
Chalabi, who was once known
for his ties with Washington,
claim he had the support
needed for the nomination, the
vote between the two 58-yearold men was anything but a
sure thing.'
The Supreme Council for
Islamic Revolution in Iraq, the
main group making up the
alliance, had tried to persuade
Chalabi to quit the race, some of
its senior officials said.
"We had hoped that we would
agree on one person without
the secret ballot, because we

fear that such a vote will cause
divisions inside the alliance,"
said lawad Mohammed Taqi, a
senior member of the group,
known as SCIRI.
He added that "Chalabi seems
very confident and he believes
that when we hold a secret
ballot he will get the majority. I
believe this is an exaggeration."
Whoever wins the ballot, he
will face interim Prime Minister
Ayad Allawi, 59, whose party
came in third after a Kurdish
coalition and received 40 seats.
"My list nominated me for
the prime ministership," Allawi,
a secular Shiite, said Monday.
Al-laafari, the president
of the Islamic Dawa Party, is
also Western-oriented but is
considered by many to be a
cleric in a business suit.
Chalabi is a former exile
leader who heavily promoted
the idea that Saddam Hussein
had weapons of mass destruction. He later fell out with some
key members of the Bush
administration over allegations
that he passed secrets to Iran.

't Miss the Boat!
ry & Sign a Lease with
NEWIPVE
Rentals

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
843 SIXTH ST. *1-12
Lg. two bdrm, two bath apts. Dishwasher, laundry facility
on site, off-street parking. Resident pays utilities. $410. mo.
for a 12 mo. lease. $510/mo. for a 9 mo. lease. 09.11.1

Heinzsite

2, 6 & 8 Rented.
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BRUSSELS, Belgium — President
Bush, working to cement an
era of stronger U.S.-Luropean
relations after the diviMvvncss
of Iraq, hailed NATO's modest
pledge to help train security forces there yesterday, saying "ever,
contribution helps''
"The
NATO
training
mission is an important
mission, because after all, the
success of Iraq depends upon the
capacity and the willingness of the
Iraqis to defend their own selves
against terrorists." Hush said
duringa newsconferenceat NATO
headquarters ben
Bush also reiterated U.S.
opposition to Europe's plans to lift
its 15-year amis embargo against
China. Bush said the United Slates
fears tiiat removing die ban would
upset the balance in the Asian
region.
"There is deep concern in
our country that a transfer of
weapons will be a transfer ill
technology, that ir will change
die balance of relations betweei i
China and Taiwan,'' Bush said.
He said he understands that
the Europeans an- working on a
way to address U.S. worries about
allowing Giina to modernize its
military widi amis and communications, intelligence and surveillance equipment that would give
Beijing an edge over Taiwan.
I-rent-h President lac qm 6
Chirac while stressing diat
security guarantees could be
worked out, indicated that Europe
remains steadfast in its desire to
end die ban.
"We intend to lift the last
obstacles in our relations (with
China), and this within a spirit of
responsibility," he said
In Beijing yesterday. Chinese
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Kong Qtian said that abolishing the "erroneous and outdated
measure" would help move
forward China-EU relations
"We hope the U.S. side will
follow the trend set by
China-Europe relations instead
of setting any obstacles to diis
process," he said.
NATO has been straggling for
i ni ii nhs to get a commitment from
all allies to join the mission in Iraq.
The development of a reliable
Iraqi security force, so dial Iraqis
can handle their own security is
considered vital to lowering die
U.S. troop presence there. Army Lt.
Gen David Petracus. the general
in charge of training Iraqi troops
has said that about 136,000 Iraqi
military, police and national guard
members haw been trained and
equipped.

Eat-in kitchen, lg bdrms. lg. living room, stand-up shower,
off-street parking, onsite laundry facility. Resident pays
utilities. $610/mo. lor a 12 mo. lease.

224TROUP
Unlurn. tower duplex. Very close to campus. Off-street
parking. Gas heat. Resident pays utilities. $525/mo. for
a 12 mo. lease.

507 E. MERRY ST. *8

824 SIXTH ST. #1-8
Unfurn. apts. Laundry facilities on-site, Lg. private parking
lot, lots of storage. Resident pays utilities. $495/mo. for
• 12 mo. lease. $595/mo. lor a 9 mo. lease. 01. 3 Rented.

16c 2 Bedroom Apts.
washer/dryer in 2 bdrms
FREE Internet Access
WALK TO CAMPUS!

920 E. WOOSTER 11-4

1 bdrms starting at $415/Mo plus Utilities
2 bdrms starting at $720/Mo plus Utilities

521 8. PROSPECT *B

1024 E. WOOSTER #RR

Apts. located across the street from Kohl Hall. Hardwood
floors, eat-in kitchens, laundry facilities on-site, off-street
parking, furn. or unfurn. apts. Resident pays util. $750/mo.
tor a 12 mo. lease. $895/mo. for a 9 mo. lease. 04 Rented.

Lg. furn. apts. across from campus. Extra storage space
Laundry facilities & private parking lot FREE WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. $550. mo. for a
12 mo. lease. S650 mo. lor a 9 mo. lease.

520 E. REED ST. *1-8
Lg. turn. apts. across from campus. Extra storage space
FREE WATER & SEWER. Laundry facilities & private parking lot. Resident pays electric/heat. $565/mo. lor a 12 mo.
lease. $665 mo. lor a 9 mo. lease. 03. 5, 8 Rented.

1026 E. WOOSTER
Off-street parking, on-site laundry facility. Resident pays
utilities. $710/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

Unfurnished duplex. Resident pays utilities $410/mo.

lor a 12 mo. lease.
Slop on by or call us1

Check oui our wtb.ur >i WWW.MF.CCABG.COM
or call 419-353-5800
Management Inc.

iewloverentals.com
,'t;in!o@newlove»ont,i

NEWI9VE
Rentals

WtatH^nBpM

419.352.5620
332 South Main Street
Bowling Green. OH
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BASKETBALL: FALCONS LOOK TO EXTEND MAC WEST LEAD. PAGE 9

Reimold wins MAC
Player of the Week

WEDNESDAY

Bowling Green foi
Reimold was 01
American Confei
of the Week al
Falcons to wii
Little Rock ani
Reimold
high 29 point
were in the sec
performance was preceded by
a Ball State game that saw him
put up 28 points and pull down
four rebounds.
This marks the third time in
Reimold's career he has won
this award.

MH

February 23,
2005
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLIKE 6REEM STATE UNIVERSITY
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WATCH YOUR STEP: BG forward
Carin Home gets confronted by
some in-your-face defense from
CMU's Chasidy Myers last week.
Home and BG are in action
against Marshall tonight.

Gash of
number
ones at
Anderson
No. 1 MAC East team,
Marshall, visits BG for
key conference tilt
By Elliott SchrMier
SPORTS EDITOR

The Bowling Green women's
basketball team knows a thing or
two about streaks.
Before Saturday's loss to
Eastern Michigan, BG won
eight of nine games en route to
running out to a 10-3 mark in the
Mid-American Conference, good
for first place in the MAC West.
BG has a handle on winning
streaks, but their opponent
tonight, Marshall, has written to
book on big streaks this season.
Coming into tonight's contest,
the Herd has won 12 straight
games. Their last loss came two
and a half months ago when they
fell to Kent State.
This consistency has led them
to an 11-2 MAC mark, best in
the conference. Needless to say,
the winner of tonight's game will
have an inside track on winning
the MAC regular season title.
"We have to disrupt their
momentum," BG forward Ali
Mann said. "If we can win out we
can grab ownership of the MAC
championships."
The Falcons have three games
left, but none may be more
important than tonight's contest.
If Bowling Green wants to stop
Marshall, they have to start on
the inside.
The Herd has a pair of giants in
the middle in 6-2 Modupe Ishola
and 6-5 Michele I lagan The
duo combines to score 10 points
while pulling down 8.6 boards
per contest
BG forward Liz Honegger
is sure she and the Falcons are
ready for the task. The team
will neutralize the height using
team defense. And for the
5-11 Honegger, guarding taller
players has become an everyday
task for her.
"I've battled taller players my
entire career," she said.
But the problems don't stop
there for BG.

Considered one of the top goahenders in the CCHAJordan Sigalet
has shown success on me ice and determination to keep playing
after being diagnosed with multiple sderosis.
STORY BY CARRIE WHITAKER * PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY BRIAN MCROBERTS
BG NEWS STAFF
On an evening in late January, Jordan Sigalet sat eyeing an injection he would have to give himself in an hour or two. He rolled it in
his fingers, talking about his successes of being a hockey player, but also about coming to grips with being diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis By his stare, one might say he may be more apprehensive about What the injection means than the 90-100 mph hockey
pucks he faces on a regular basis. And it also becomes apparent why his family, friends, teammates, coaches and communities in
both his hometown of Surrey, British Columbia, and Bowling Green, Ohio, find him so inspirational.
Three months ago, Sigalet held
"... / will never forget said Buddy Powers was running the SIGALET'S RESUME

a press conference, sharing with
everyone a secret he had held
for months — that he had been
diagnosed with MS in March 2004.
He told those gathered that he had
his own reasons for only confiding in
family, friends and a few teammates.
"I didn't want to tell anyone about
it," he said. "I wanted to prove to
everyone that 1 could keep playing
Prove it to myself."
And play he has, as Sigalet is in the
midst of one of his best seasons in net
as Falcon goaltender.
Sigalet began to play hockey
following in the footsteps of his
older brother Stefan. He started as a
forward, but found his place in front
of the net
"He just wanted to be a goalie from
day one," Genevieve Sigalet, lordan's
mother said. "But we told him. 'No,
no, no. You have to learn to skate
first'"
So he learned how to skate
"When it was my turn in goal I just
loved it." Sigalet said. "I liked the idea

watching Jordan in the
hospital. His approach
to it right from the
start was, 'OK, I have
MS, what do we have
to do here.'"
SCOTT PALUCH, HEAD COACH OF MEN'S
HOCKEY TEAM
that you could make a difference in
any game, and I like that pressure"
He played in leagues until he was 16,
when he began to play junior hockey.
At 18, he moved to Vancouver Island
to play junior hockey for the Victoria
Salsa. Sigalet was offered scholarships
from a few schools, but after visiting
Bowling Green he decided to become
a Falcon, a 40-hour drive from British
Columbia.
"I flew down here, liked it a lot
and committed right away," Sigalet

Falcon program when Sigalet was
recruited, but now the team's head
coach is Scott Paluch.
"I love my coaching staff now, they
are the ones that really gave me a
chance and believed in me," Sigalet
said.
Sigalet was also a seventh-round
2001 draft pick for the National
Hockey League's Boston Bruins.
Things were looking great for this
young athlete.
"Getting the scholarship and
getting drafted, it was all pretty
overwhelming," Sigalet said. "But you
can't get a big head about anything or
get cocky."
But in February 2004, Sigalet
probably had every right to be getting cocky, he was improving his stats
and had just earned his first career
shutout
on
Jan.
31
at
Nebraska-Omaha in a 5-0 victory. He
was also starting more often. There
were no indications that things were
about to get complicated
On the last weekend In February,
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GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

Jordan Sigalet, BGSU's Men's Hockey
goalie and senior captain, has done
quite a bit in his tour years at the
University. Below is a list of some of
his favorite accomplishments.
• This week Sigalet was named
Goalie of the Week by the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association, the
fifth time he has been named Goalie/
Defensive Player of the Week.
• Sigalet is in the running for the
Hobey Baker Memorial Award given
annually to the top player in the
nation. Every head coach at an
accredited Division I NCAA school
receives one ballot in order to choose
a winner.
CWWBFIIII
days after his 23rd birthday, Sigalet
woke up and his foot was numb.
His mother remembers the call.
SISALET, PAGE 9
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Sigalet raises money for research
SIGALET. FROM PAGE 8

The BGSU hockey team Is currently 15-8-3. one
point away from fourth place in the Central
Cotegiate Hockey Association standings

"He phoned the night before and said
his fool felt numb," his mother said. "I
didn't pay much attention." By the next dream and you are going to wake up."
day, he was numb from the neck down
Sigalet's brother lonathan had a similar
and he knew something was wrong.
reaction to their mother's, lonathan is a
Theteam'sphysicianTomWbjriechowski sophomore defenseman on the falcon's
started some tests.
hockey team, and he said he could not
"I was in the hospital and I had a scan believe an athlete at peak condition could
of my brain done and my spine," Sigalet have MS.
said. "The doc came in and
"I didn't believe it could be true,"
said, "Things don't look
lonathan said. "1 was expecting
"(Feeling]
good,' then my heart just
to come back in a few days
never came them
dropped because I thought
later and say, 'We made a mistake
it was a tumor. When he
back. It is and this is what it really is.'"
told me it was MS. I didn't
But head coach Paluch said
so weird. I Sigalet's
know what it was, but it was
initial reaction would
sort of a relief that it wasnt
couldn't tie reflect his attitude in the months
something worse."
to come,
"I remember 1 will never forget
And so the research my shoes at
began.
first, but I watching Jordan in the hospital,"
Sigalet
he nasnt
hasn't ;,,„♦ arit ./C„J raiucn
Paluch saia.
said. MIS
His approacn
approach to aIt
aigaiet said
saia ne
stopped learning about MS JW>1 oul USVU ngn, fmm ^ slan vvas 0K , iave
ntHf'n l\j» ■
fliAmt^nni4
ry\ T F
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MS,
what do we have to do here.'
since he was diagnosed.
to
It.
He certainly has lived everyday
MS is a disease that affects
since then with the same attitude
the central nervous system,
JORDAN SIGALET,
- he is going to get it done, make
which consists of the brain,
BGSU GOALIE
people aware of MS and live his life
spinal cord and the optic
nerves. It is a lifelong disease, but isn't fatal. the best he can."
One of the hardest parts about having a
There are four types of the disease, all of
which can be mild, moderate or severe, disease like MS is accepting it and moving
according to the National Multiple Sclerosis on with your life, Sigalet said.
"I pulled back the next weekend (after
Society.
, It can take up to 10 years to diagnose the MS episode) and played in the playoffs,"
the specific type of MS one can have, Sigalet said. "I couldn't even feel my body
therefore Sigalet said he knows little about when I was playing." He made 80 saves in
what could happen in the future. But the the games against Ohio State University.
At that lime he said he had not decided
initial shock has begun to wear off for the
to make the disease public, confiding in
Sigalet family.
"He said he had MS and I just about only his family, coaching stafT and a few
died," his mother said. "It is still very teammates.
"I couldn't accept it," Sigalet said. "I
emotional, and you think sometimes it is a
»T*%P

couldn't talk about it to anyone or talk
about it at all."
He began the new routine that has
become very familiar. It included three
shots a week, no dairy products and rest
His hands are still numb from the initial
episode.
"It never came back. It is so weird," he
said. "I couldn't tie my shoes at first, but I
jusl got used to it."
But for Sigalet, living with MS has also
meant continuing what he loved — playing
hockey.
"I really worried about what Boston
would think because they own my rights,"
Sigalet said. "After they found out they were
really supportive, and they said just as long
as 1 am healthy and keep playing they
would like to keep folknving me."
If Boston decides to keep Sigalet he
will begin playing on their farm team in
Providence, R.I., after graduation in May.
He said the Boston Bruins have not called
him concerning the news that the National
Hockey League had canceled the 2004-05
season, but the farm team in Providence is
still playing
Today, Sigalet is a new kind of role model,
not only lor little kids playing hockey, but
also for those who live with MS and maybe
both, his brother lonathan said.
"What he is doing on the ice is
phenomenal by itself, let alone with MS,"
lonathan said. "A lot of people have been
inspired by his story and it is awesome from
that point of view."
ITie press conference gained a lot of
attention in December, Sigalet said.
Afterward he received more than 200
e-mail messages.
"I haw written back to every one of
them;" Sigalet said. "It took me a while,
but these people didn't have to do any-

SIGALET RESUME C0NT.
Travel

• Last season he was named All-CCHA
First Team, an award chosen by coaches of the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association

Bahamas Spring Break Cruise 5
Days $299! Includes Meals. Parties
With Celebrities As Seen On Real
wortd. Road Rules. Bachelor!
Award Winning Company!
SprlngBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

• In the 2003-04 season he set BG's single-season record tor saves with 1,140,
breaking Tyler Master's mark of 1,087
set in the 2000-01 season. He currently
has 3,008 career saves in 97 games.

Spnng Break Specials1 Panama City
S Daytona 7 Nights, 6 Free Parlies
$1591 Cancun. Jamaica. Acapulco,
Nassau $499 Including Air! Bahamas Cruise $299! SpnngBreakTravel.com 1-800-678-6386

• Last year he broke a 29-year-old
school record with 56 stops at Notre
Dame.
thing but they took that minute to be
supportive. So I want to give back."
He has begun working with
charities to raise money for MS and
will soon appear in a commercial for
the National Multiple Sclerosis Society.
USAToday and Sports Illustrated have
been among the larger publications thai
have written about Sigalet.
This past weekend Sigalet helped pul
together the "MS Awareness Week at
the Ice Arena." As of last night, a little
over $10,000 has been raised. He said
he is extremely happy he can help raise
awareness and funds for MS.
"A lot of people called me and wanted to
volunteer. So that was great," Sigalet said.
"I would like to thank everyone because
every dollar makes a big difference."
Sigalet's family is excited to see Jordan's
dedication and say they are sure—when it
comestomakinga difference—he's taken
the initiative.
"I think he is very strong and
courageous," his mother Genevieve said.
"I think he will be a great ambassador for
MS and I think that is his big thing now
- to raise money and hopefully find a cure.
Gosh, that would be great."

Services Offered
Pregnant? Confidential, free S professional testing BG Pregnancy
Cenler. 419-354-4673

Personals
'Lowest lanning prices in town. $25/
mo. unlimited. Semester unlimited
$45. We honor all competitors coupons. Campus Tanning 352-7889.
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Sub & a Mug (pop) Special $6.00
Keep The mug. .25 cent refills (pop)
for the life of your mug Dine-in or
pick up only.
Lowest tanning pr ces in town $25/
mo. unlimited, Semester unlimited
$45. We honor all competitors coupons. Campus Tanning 352-7889

Wanted

Falcons have
hands full
with Marshall

MEN'S BASKETBALL

HOOPS, FROM PAGE 8
Marshall compliments their
height with a great deal of
quickness.
"They're a multi-faceted
team," BG head coach Gurt
Miller said. "They're extremely
athletic and they can D you
up, and second and most
importantly, they are the
scariest rebounding team in
the league; they dominate the
boards."
That athleticism is brought
by the trio of forward Crystal
Champion and guards
Kim Griffin and Sikeetha
Shepard-Hall.
Champion pours in 10.5
points per game and Griffin
posts 9.8 points per contest.
And Shepard-Hall provides
Marshall with a score-at-will
player that can shoot and
slash. The junior comes into
the game scoring 14.9 points
while dishing out 2.9 assists
per game.
"She may be the best
slashing guard in the MAC,"
Miller said. "You have to pay
attention to her when she's
slashing through the lane."
Finding a way to contain all
of the Herd's weapons will be
key for Bowling Green to win.
And a win is really the only
thing this team will settle for at
this time of the season.
"This is an important game
for us," Miller said. "If we
win we still control our own
destiny, not only in winning
the West, but if we win out we
will be the number one seed."
Tip-off for this battle of
number one teams is slated
for 7 p.m. at Anderson Arena.

BG heads out to NIU
The Unsung Leader
While Reimold and Almanson
have been on center stage
this season, senior Cory Eyink
(4.5 ppg, 2.5 rpg) has been an
irreplaceable asset to the team.
His defensive presence off the
bench has been big of late as he
has shut down opposing scorers
in late-game situations.
Eyink has proven his worth on
the court, but he may be most
valuable as a leader. Dakich
credits him with being a vocal
leader who keeps the team
focused on what lies ahead.
"When the whole team gets
together, he's the one doing
the talking," Dakich said. "I
think everybody on the team
understands and respects him
because everyday in practice he
goes really hard. He's just a senior
that's such a good guy that wants
to win worse than anything in the
world."
Come Back?
Germain Fitch, who has not
played since Jan. 29 at Ohio and
is out for the remainder of the
season after tearing the ACL in
his left knee, has been running as
part of his rehab before surgery
after this season. He is known
to be an incredible healer and if
all goes well, there is a chance,
albeit small, he could return to
the lineup.
"People have (played without a
ligament in their knee) over short
stretches of time and we're just
going to look at it" said Dakich
of Fitch, who has not practiced.
"We're gonna see if he can go a
little bit"

By Adam Hritzak
SPORTS REPORTER

With only four games remaining
in the regular season and a halfgame lead in the Mid-American
Conference West Division, the
men's basketball team plays the
first of two remaining road games
on their schedule tonight
As they head to Dekalb, III. to
face Northern Illinois, where BG
(16-7, 9-5 MAC) has won both
games in the Convocation Center
since it opened two years ago.
they control their destiny.
Coming off three close, hard
fought games in which they
prevailed in the end in all three,
the Falcons have received a huge
boost from senior leaders John
Reimold and Josh Almanson.
Reimold, who was awarded the
MAC West Division Player of the
Week on Monday, has averaged
28.5 points the last two games,
while Almanson has poured in
23.5.
The Huskies (9-15, 5-19) have
had their troubles with BG. Out
of the last 10 times they have
played, the Falcons have won
nine, including a 78-67 victory in
Anderson Arena on January 9.
Although BG has had their
number, coach Dan Dakich has
seen too many close games this
year to feel comfortable,
"This (season) is by far the
most balanced our league has
ever been," said Dakich, whose
Falcons are the only team in
MAC play to have a winning road
record (4-3). "This year, it's like
you play the same game every
night"
The Falcons are preparing to
face a Huskies team that ranks
first in the conference in blocks,

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES CO
Extra lame Bedrooms Available!
www.preferredproptrtiesco.com

Make your home at:
• Piedmont
• Fox Run
• Mini Mall Apts.
L?*? !
" r^
■ Updated Birchwood
Mc.n-Fri:8-12& 1-4:30
- small pets allowed
Sat: 10-2
■ Triplexsmall pets allowed
"0 S Maple St.
r
. , j .
.
,
Bowling Green, OH
■ And other locations!
419-352-9378

EASY BUCKET: Bowling Green
forward John Reimold goes up for
a shot against Arkansas-Little
Rock. Reimold was named the
MAC Player ot the Week this
past Monday.
averaging 4.42 per game, and
James Hughes leads the MAC
individually with 1.88 per game.
NIU is also the second leading
three-point shooting team in the
MAC, connecting from deep on
38.7 percent of their shots.
Mike McKinney leads NIU
in both scoring (12.4 ppg) and
rebounding (6.0).
The game begins at 7 p.m.

~1 6 2~
Bedroom !

MBiyargwfl^Tiy<itx

Help Wanted

hrtpf/www.hoboybakor.corn/
IBARTENDING! S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EOUALS $1,000-2.000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY for a $600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales lundraiser
with CampusFundraiser Contact
CampusFundraiser (8881-923-3238
or visit campuslunflraiser.cam

Classified Ads

372-6977

Aufo Mechanic. P/T Flexible hrs.
Your place or mine.
419-353-3938

The BG Nf»( »ill in* ■.nrmingl) accept adveiInrmrnti thai uWnminalc. o> encourage fhV
criminal**! agaimi an) individual at group C*
thr Imif nl not, MX, lotaf. creed, religion.
natxxul wigm. wiuaJ oftentabon. diubdil).
itatu* a> a veteran, or on the baait of any other
kfjll) pnncxud ilatut
The HG New* rtacrve* the nght »decline.di»coniiatuc or revi* an) Mvcniwineni uach a*
thmr found m be dcfamaior). tacking1 in factual haui. mi (leading « fahc in nature All
adieilitrmenti ait ub|ec< lo editing and
apprmal.

Travel
#! Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica. Acapulco. Bahamas.
Florida Best Prices! Book Now!!!
t-800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.com

Want people willing to learn & work
on wood floors including gym floors.
Starting when school is out for the
summer until Ihe middle of Aug.
Work consists of operating equip, including floor buffers & floor sanding
machines. Also measuring, laying
out & painting game lines & art work
& applying gym floor finish. We will
thoroughly train you in all phases of
the work. Job pays $01 hr. You can
expect between 40-50 hrs.' wk.
Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual & reliable & willing lo
accepi responsibility. Please coniact
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or fax
resume lo 419-385-6483.
Part time cleaning person.
Exp. preferred. Home and office.
Call 419-352-9288.

2 Bedroom
Deluxe
Apartments
_ per
month!

-'per
rr\
month!

Bedroom

:

Townhouses

• Carports

',

Carports

• / BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities

',
;
',

Washer & Dryer
Hookups

'IN THE 2 BDRM:

'.

• Washer & Dryer •
Hookups
]

from only

$500

Apartments

Checkout our website at:
WWW.UECCABG.COM or
• Indoor Heated Pool
• Newly Renovated
• New Equipment
• Sauna

for the

Hobey Baker
Award

2 Bedroom
Apartments
from only

• 1 & /2 BATHS

Cherry wood Health Spa

SS CASH $$ paid for used dishnetwork equipment. Will pick up.
Call loll free!-888-569-2812

Am
agement
352-4380

1

FREE

Vote
JORDAN
SIGALET

(in walking distance of campus)

2 Baths
Full Basement
Can have up to
6 People

:
•

CALL 353-5800 Today!

I Wed.« Toon "pro
|Kri.*S.U«*l«:l0pm
j
IllOklUst
■OaWTlD
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tUSom)
IleMaxttMBCtat6yrhb.cMi

Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE
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| S3H HeilherdowM
j
Toledo. OH
Reiervittnt
<419)»»7-«a41

LLEGE NIGHT
,'-)
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Camp Ahjersgate Carroltton Ohio
Hlnng summer help
Call Ere al 866 627-4369

Collage Sluoantt
$1225 base/appt. cust sales/svc.
make own schedule, earn S (or
spring break now. All ages 18+.
Conditions exist. 419-861-6134

Avail. Aug 15, 2005. 3 bdrm. house
& 1,2 & 3 bdrm. apt. All close to
BGSU. 419-686-3805

The Daily Crossword Fix

brought to you by

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI SAVE
MONEY! Camp Cedar is coming to
the 8GSU Summer Job Fair on
March 16th. Please stop by our table and check us out! 888-844-8060
or campcedanobs® aol.com

Innovative Stitching has FT & PT
openings. Duties include customer
service, sales, computer embroidery
layout & production Basic computer
skills are necessary, embroidery experience is not. We are located m
Petro Shopping Ctr. on 1-75, 14
miles south of BO. Call 866-2572860 between 1 -6 pm M-F to apply.

CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS- Chiidren's sleep-away camp, NE PA
(6/18-8/14/05). If you fove children 4
want a caring, fun environment we
need Directors & Instructors (or
Tennis, Swimming (W.S.I, preferred). Golf. Gymnastics. Cheerleadirtg, Drama, High & Low Ropes.
Team Sports, Waterskiing, Sailing,
Painting/Drawing, Ceramics. Silkscreen, Pnntmaking. Batik, Jewelry.
Calligraphy. Photography. Sculpture, Guitar, Aerobics. Self-Defense.
Video. Piano. Other staff: Administrative/ Driver (21*). Nurses (RN's &
Nursing
Students),
Bookkeeper.
Mothers' Helper. On Campus Interviews March 24th. Call 1-800-2793019 or apply on-line at
www.campwaynegirls.com

SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed this
summer for stow pitch Softball In
BG. Earn $18/ game Contact
lreeger@wcnel.org for further into.
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1988 Kawasaki Nmja, Excell. cond.,
new tires, only 7000 mi. $2000.
419-303-8384
1996 Kawasaki Jet Ski's. 900 ZXI
plus trailer. Asking $4200.
419-303-8384
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Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities in building, A/C, Gas
heat.
Starting at $520.
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35

■

Gallop or trot
Keystone site
Roman way
Roman tyrant
Spirit-raising occasion?
Tenant farm in
Scotland
Domini
Pilsener or porter
Moral tales
Dimwit
Collection biz
Sty fare
Small amount
Ralph
Emerson
Financier John Jacob
Cook In an oven
Bandleader Shaw
First president of the
AFL-CIO
Make a bundle
Crime syndicate
Environmental sci.
Thanks, Jacques
Tennyson's "Enoch _"
Marshal's band
Russian ruler

36
38
39
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Lew of tennis
Secret supply
Incorrect
Official seal
Be a parasite
Urbane
At a later time
Castro's isla
In a little while
United force
Killer whale
Provo's state
Singer Guthrie
Journalist Jacob
August
55 Overdo TLC
56 Bad actor

130 E.Washington St.

419-354-6036,

House for rent. 312 N. Enterprise.
12 mo. lease. W/D, central air, 1 1/2
baths, 2 car garage. $1200 mo. plus
dep. 419-836-7674 or 419-360-6060

For Rent

"1 or 2 bdrm. apts. & houses avail.
05-06 school, yr. Plus rooms & effic.
as low as $265/ mo. inclu. util. Everything 2 blks from campus. Call
353-0325 9am- 9pm.

$326/ mo. 440-396-6099
1 large room with private bath
Available now.
Call 352-5822
2 BR DUPLEX, CLEAN. QUIET,
CLOSE, $540/ MO. t UTIL.
419-352-1104

3 bedroom house
227 S College-$975/month
4 bedroom house
249 Manville-$1000/month
August 2005 Lease, 419-352-9392.

LARGE 2 BR. MODERN TOWNHOUSE, CLEAN, QUIET. NEW
KITCHENS, AC, GARAGE,
702 4TH ST. 419-352-1104
Large 3 bdrm house, W/D, DW, AC,
enclosed palio w/ deck, beautifully
landscaped yard, large garage, no
pels, next lo campus, 215 E. Evers
St., $1200 rent 351-3639.

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

Roast Pork Loin

• Patio

fi'Miishcvl Pomoet, Oiavfr Coleilaw,

• Spacious kitchen

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
29
31
34
35
36
37
40
41
42

Increase
Wound growth
Primary
Comic Johnson
Sea eagle
Ms. Rogers St. Johns
Cake linisher
Top-rated
Two-legged support
Stunned in Chicago?
Do something
Solidify
Speak with many digressions
New York nine
Glove-box item
Nymph in Greek myth
Tex-Mex item
Medal of Honor recipient
Stunned at Scrabble?
_ qua non
Follow closely
Track events

43 Author of "The Daughter of
Time"
44 Poet Teasdale
45 Element 53
46 Family girl
47 Dancer Miller
48 Stunned in the NBA?
56 Chinese cuisine
57 Art Deco artist
58 Threesome
59 Overhead
60 Highest cards
61 Touched down
62 "Luncheon on the Grass"
painter
63 Trading place
64 Stockings
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Something for Everyone
Undergrads -704 5th SI
9 or 12 mo. lease. 2 bdrm. furn.
shulttle stop

! me Wines

Seniors & Grads -710 7th St
1 yr lease 2 bdrm. unfurn, heat pd

•Vitnenhc" Italian Cuisine

Grad Students - 601 3rd St.
1 bdrm furn.
Quiet building

419-352-3445
2 bdrm.unfum. located upstairs ol
downtown.building near corner ol
Main St a W Woosler St. Avail.immed & May 15, 2005 for 2005-2006
school year.Nice condition.Recently
remodeled. $S50/month
419-354-1612 Ext. 301 Randy
419-354-1612 Ext. 351 Tom

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $470!

Vcgciablc and Combrcad Stuffing.
♦ From 4 pm until 9 pm *

■

www.Maflaflrrrcnis.corr)

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
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FOR RENT - 3 bdrm. house for
2005-06 school year, starting in
May. W/D, central air. 606 Clough
$990 mo. A util. 419-654-9512.

■ " " '- "

■

IB

Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org

854 8th St. 1 bdrm.$395 mo.
plus elec & dep. Third floor.
419-392-3354.

(Zgffi Dinner/'

1

.

The Highlands-1 bdrm. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Quiet1
Starting at $395.

2005-2006 - 800 3rd St., 616 2nd
St, 133 1/2 N. Church. 1.2 & efficiency bedroom apts. Parking, no
pets 135 N. Church, 3 bdrm. house.
Call 354-9740 for pnees.

whrto*M»(K-»]M4p r-M '955;

$490 » gas/elec. 12 mo. lease

'

For Sale

1 furn. bdrm. in Sterling Apts. Avail.
May and/or Aug. Close lo pool,

rji.'i

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August

I

1

3 bdrm unfurn.-localed upstairs of
downtown building-near comer of
Main & W Woosler St. Avail. May
15. 2005 for 2005-2006 school yr.
Nice condition, recently remodeled.
$825.00/monlh.
419-354-1612 Ext 301 Randy
419-354-1612 Ext 351 Tom

For Rent
"'No Unrelated Tenant Rule Here
Lg. house & apts renting now. 926,
Max 8 stud allow 916 3rd Si & 303
Merry Max 8 stud. 309 Merry
includ all util Mai 6 slud. 146 S.
College & 315 Merry up & dn Max 5
» 724 4th SI. 4 bdrm, A/C. Listing
avail. 24/7 316 E. Merry #3 or call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
Houses and Apts
1-3 person • 12 month leases
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office
or www.boaDanmenls.com

■I !•• M2

hSSe

For Rent

For Rent

Move In Now - ONE MONTH FREE
1 and 2 bedroom apis, available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heal, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village. 352-6335.

Houses for Rent starting May 05
604 5th SI - 3 BR $930 ♦ util
843 3rd St ■ Brand New 3 BR
$9001 util
905 Mourning Dove - 3 BR
2 car garage - $1020 * util
Houses have 2 baths, laundry.
dishwasher & cenlral AC.
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917

Professor/owner will share furn
house w/ other professors or grad
students. Multi-bedroom, fireplaces,
in wooded area, cats. Se haWa espanol. $255/mo. incl. all util., must
have own trans. Avail, immed. Call
419-352-5523 & leave message

Very nice 4 bedroom house.
One year lease. $1300 mo.
Available 8/1/05. 419-353-1556

• Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT
WMtTMINT*

LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING JOB?
t GOOD. BECAUSE RED BULL IS LOOKING
FOR A STUDENT BRAND MANAGER.
N

3
H GVPMLAN*
1 HonwOput

In Downtown Bowling Green

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

419-353-7715 t"j*

Cla-Zel Theatre
»

Nominated for ]0K*RS

*

*

JJ

"Hotel Rwanda"

*

Friday Feb. 17'ti-Thursday Feb. 24*

Showing
nightly at

6:00 & 8:15 PM

S*l»rM. •"*«•*» 1J#M«

Stop in and enter our
Academy Award Contest
-10 wwnvi * ill i««■ va frtw movin
10 winntrt «ill ■•.«iv. fr«
pofKtxn and drlnkiH-

V

Student ID Night
•i fv«fy Wednesday
All seel* )uit $3.75
w;a valid ID!

!27N.MainSt. Downtown B.G. • 353 1361

Red Bull is on the lookout for a Student Brand Manager. An SBM is a
reliable and motivated student whose responsibilities include relationship
building, brand development on campus, and having a great time. (OK,
that last one may not technically be a "responsibility" but we're going to
hold you to it anyway.)
Our expectations from you are the following:
• You're going into your second year or higher at this school.
• You have a good knowledge of when/where things are happening.
• You're interested in marketing and have good communication skills.
• You're outgoing and have an entrepreneurial spirit.
• You can connect with different kinds of people.
• You have a flexible schedule.
Does this sound like you? If so, then please go to: www.redbullu.com.

O 2005 Red Bull North America. Inc. All rights reserved.
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Various local events provide entertainment
By Audrey Weber
IEP0ITEI

As plans are finalized and flights
are booked, many students begin
counting down the days to beaches,
swimsuits and suntans. For some
students, however, spring break will
be a bit colder as they stay in Bowling
Green and surrounding areas.
Although surf and sand arc out of
the picture, other events in the area
and around Ohio are sure to take students' minds off of school and stress.

Music
Music venues around the state
will be holding numerous concerts
the week of spring break. The Taste
of Chaos tour featuring die Used
and My Chemical Romance will be

held at the Toledo Sports Arena on worker at Howard's, before passing
March 8, and Cobo Arena in Detroit away recently from Lou Gehrig's
on March 11. Admission is $25 and
disease. The Welders gather only
under.
once a year, during spring break, to
In Cleveland, bands such as play at Howard's in Bowling Green.
Burning Vegas, Throwdown and
Bad Fish will be playing at the Agora Arts and Theater
Music, however, is not the only
Ballroom, Promo-West Pavilion and
Newport Music Hall in Columbus entertainment available for students,
lust
a short drive north is the Toledo
have numerous acts lined up for the
week of spring break. Most admis- Museum of Art with a new exhibit,
"Photographs from the American
sions for the shows are under S20.
Civil Rights Movement" Parking is
For those wanting to stay in $3 and admission is free.
Bowling Green, Howard's Club H. will
Also in Toledo is The Village Players
be hosting The Welders on March Theatre, which will be performing" I u
5. Tickets are S3 at the door and Ann Hampton Laverty Oberlander,"
proceeds will go to the family of Mark a dramatic comedy, from March
Harris.
4-19. All general admission tickets are
According to owner J.U. DeSmith, $16. For more information, contact
1 lanfe was a long time friend and Jackie Mierzejewski at 419-824-6556.

Other Entertainment
Unable to travel to a beach
vacation, but still want to get out of
Ohio? Casino Windsor, in Windsor,
Ontario may be the perfect
solution.
Gambling,
concerts,
buffets and hotel amenities are all
available. The casino and hotel
are also close enough to make
a single day trip if more convenient. For more information on
concerts, venues and events, visit
www.ticketmaster.com.
'Now: All dining lialls and convenience stores will IK closing Friday,
March 4 at various times. Please see
individual dining centers for exact
closing and reopening times.

UNION COMPUTER
LAB: SPRING
BREAK HOURS
SATURDAY 3/5: l-4p.m
SUNDAY 3/6:1- 4p.m.
MONDAY 3/7 -FRIDAY 3/11:
8a.m. - 7p,m.
SATURDAY 3/12:
1 - 5:30p.m.
SUNDAY3/13: Open® lp.m.24 Hours

Speaker informs Oregon State students on economy travel
By Henry Lemeweber
0SU BAIir BAROMfltR

CORVALI.IS, Ore. (U-WIRE) —
Alone and stranded at a gas station
in a foreign country—and strapped
for cash — most travelers would
panic. But not Gil White.

He phoned a local radio Dl to
request a song — and for anyone
listening to come give him a ride.
The resourceful world traveler made a stop at Oregon State
University on Wednesday night to
give a free presentation, "Europe

and the World on 84 cents a Day."
"Whenever I tell people that they
can travel living on 84 cents a day, I
never fail to get looks of amusement
and disbelief," White said.
The Canadian-born White entertained and informed a group of

Get Ready for

Spring

about 75 people with t ips for college
students traveling on a budget.
White's interest in traveling began
at age 16, when he convinced his
parents to let him attend a tennis
camp in Australia.
By washing dishes and doing
other odd jobs around the country,
he learned the value Of a dollar and
that traveling is a great experience,
he said.
"You can learn more about
yourself by traveling for four months

than you can in 18 years," White
promised. "You'll come back a
changed person."
The evening was punctuated
with stories and amusing anecdotes ranging from getting picked
up by religious fundamentalists in
Colorado to singing "Row, Row, Row
Your Boat" in exchange for a ride in
Syria to being mistaken for a professional hockey player in the Soviet

with a Hot NEW Look!
COMPLETE SOURCE FOR:
cuts
• facial waxing
• color
• nails
acrylic manicures • perms
balances
• pedicures
corrective color

STUDENT SPECIAL
20% off any service
with Lanah, Maria. Tina B.. or Pattl with this coupon
exp. 04/15/05

Charges onjWane
181 S. Main St.
(419)352-4101 • (419)352-2611

TOTAL SPORT SOURCE
1 lO WIST POI RD.
BOWLING GREEN, OH
41S.3S3.341 1
WWnW.TSPORTSOURCK.COM
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TRAVEL TIPS

BRINGING THE BARE NECESSITIES
Our features editor takes a look at the most important items to bring for spring break, where to find them
and how to use them for a pleasant trip—wherever the destination
By Miranda Bond
liAlUBfS EDITOR

1. Sunblock:

This is a must-have al the beach.
Nothing ruins a vacation like a
nasty sunburn. Even if you have
prepared for the beach by going
tanning prior to your tip, you can
still burn without sunblock. Use
block with an SPF of at least 15 that
is waterproof, and don't forget to
reapply every couple of hours. The
average adult wearing a bathing
suit needs to use a golf ball-sized
amount of block every time they
apply.

2. Lipblock:

4. A Hat:

Another must-have at the beach.
Like the skin, UVA and UVB rays
can also burn lips, leaving them
sore and blistered. Banana Boat
offers a variety of SPF 30 lip balms.
We recommend their Lip Pops,
which come in grape and bubble
gum flavors.

The sunny rays can get to be
too much on your face. A nice
beach hat will keep your face
protected, your hair out of your
face and you will look stylish. A
traditional floppy straw hat is always
classic. These can be found in local
shops around the beach. You may
also consider a mesh trucker-style
hat, which are still in style for this
spring break.

3. Toys:

Bring a football or frisbee to
play with. You also may want to
consider sand toys. It can be a
lot of fun building a giant sand
castle with your friends. What a
great way to get in touch with your
inner-child.

Speaker tells about
travel on a budget
CHEAP TRIP. FROM PAGE 2

Union.
Wh ite was quick to offer advice to
would-be travelers.
"I guarantee that if you use just 10
percent of my traveling techniques
here, you'll have the best experience
of your life," he said.
White identified three key points
to traveling anywhere: transportation, accommodation and food.
For transportation, White encourages students to avoid tour groups,
trains and especially rented cars, as
they can be very expensive. Instead,
he encourages students to walk,
bicycle or hitchhike to get around,
emphasizing that they'll see more
of the country that way and get a
better feel for the local culture.
White frowns on youth hostels for
a similar reason: They don't represent the local culture very well.
Inhistravels,Whiteoftenknocked
on doors in the countryside and bartered for a place to stay for the night.
He admits that this approach can be
intimidating for first-time travelers.
For food, White recommends

taking as much food with you as
you can, since it's important to stay
moving
Other useful bits of advice included the recommendation that students only carry traveler's checks in
denominations of $10 and $20, since
it costs money to exchange them
for local currency. White also urges
travelers to watch out for European
gypsies, who are quite adept at stealing cameras and credit cards.
Above all, White tells future
travelers to carry themselves with
confidence.
"People are people throughout
the world," he said." Be outgoing."
White acknowledges that some
Americans might feel uneasy about
traveling overseas but stresses
that he has never encountered any
problems.
"I usually jusl wave my Canadian
flag and 1 don't get any problems,
but I've had the same response with
an American flag — I'm not sure
which one works better," he said. "I
suppose you could always just wave
your state flag and really mess with
them."

5. Flip-flops:
These are often overiooked when

heading to the beach. Most people
just go barefoot; however, flip-flops
will protect your feet from the hot
sand and from jagged material in
the sand. They are so inexpensive it
doesn't even matter if they get sandy
and soaked by the ocean. Old Navy
has flip-flops for men and women
in a variety of colors priced at only
$3.50.
6. Disposable Camera:

There arc always fun and
exciting moments at the beach
that you won't want to forget. A

disposable camera will help you
capture the moment, and if it gets
ruined, you aren't out a bunch of
money. We recommend Kodak Fun
Saver 35 with flash. It is inexpensive
at around S5 and takes good, clear
pictures.
7. Bottled Water and Snacks:

Stock up on snacks like pretzels
and fruit, otherwise you will be over
charged at the local food stands. Buy
bottled water and just keep refilling
after you arrive on-site. Planning
ahead will save a lot of money.

LOOKING FOR A NEW PIACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE .

OS

UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer al Clough
• "Tenant Friendly" Management
1
24 hr. emergency maintenance
■ Time-Warner cable service included
in rentals
► Central air & heal

• Convenieni laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apis.
Heat & Cable Included
UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiel and cozy environment. Furnished Available. Heat & Cable Included
Stop by anytime to see a model apartment!
No appointment necessary
(>\l MOCK SOUTH OF WOCs// R

"WALK ON OVER"

(419)352-0164

w w w.universitvaDartments.as
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Options for less traditional leisure abound
backcountry or "off the beaten path"
skiing available at low prices.
Leadville, Cola is a place "made for
Lying at the crossroads of interstates 75 and 80, Bowling Green the adventure-minded" according to
State University offers its students Wild Bill, owner and proprietor of the
an escape route from snowy days hostel in this small mountain town,
and textbook-filled nights. It gives which rests at 10,430 feet above sea
level.
them the opportunity, in
Leadville hosts a town
1-80 WEST
the words of Jack Kerouac,
festival during the first
Destination:
'to lean forward to the next
Leadville, Colo. weekend of BGSU's spring
crazy venture beneath the
break called the Crystal
skies."
Carnival Weekend. On
Approximate
As Spring Break 2005
March 5 and 6, one can
Travel Time:
creeps up on BGSU,
participate in ski jump21 hours, 21
the school's students
minutes
may be troubled with a
ing on these century-old
streets. The main street
lack of ideas on how to
Distance from
of Leadville is barricaded
spend their precious and
Bowling Green:
as the town's officials pile
much-needed
vaca1392.1 miles
fresh, white snow onto the
tion time. Yes, many
pavement.
classmates may head to
Five and six -foot jumps
the beach for bronzing,
drinking and living it up but others are constructed in the snow as quarter horses await the commencing of
search for different "routes."
There are a plethora of alternatives the annual event. Daredevil skiers
to sitting in the sand and sun or stay- grasp the long reigns of the horses
ing in Bowling Green, studying the as they pull the men or women over
break away. Skiing is in full swing as the jumps in the center of town. The
snow continues to cap the moun- catch? Rings are tossed at the skier
tains in the United States, while bik- as he or she tries to catch them on a
ing, hiking and kayaking in mild tem- stick. Points are awarded or deducted
for each ring caught or lost.
peratures are options in the South.
Wild Bill, a man who refers to
Driving west gives travelers a
glimpse of the dwindling sunset as himself as a ski bum, has spent over
it meets the horizon ahead and leads 20 years in the highlands of Colorado.
them into the unfamiliar. The "wild He offers himself as a resource to
west," as some may still call it, is a people who want to achieve the
land still vasUy untouched. In addi- ultimate mountain experience
"You tell us what your needs are,
tion to the pricey and developed
Colorado ski resorts such as Aspen and we will try to fulfill them. I've
and Vail, there is an abundance of been here for so long, I can tell you
By Hiary Bonner

GUEST REPORTER

how to do the mountains right," he
said.
The Leadville hostel is an efficient
place, if little else, to rest your head
after a strenuous day in the mountains. Located at 500 E. Seventh St. in
Leadville, Cola, the hostel presents
a student-friendly place to sleep, eat
and shower for $ 15 per night. Wild Bill
offers guests the option of providing
and cooking their own food or sitting
down to a homemade meal prepared
by the staff. If asked politely, Wild
Bill will entertain with stories of his
travels and ski adventures.
Reservations are available by calling
the hostel at 719-486-9334.
An alternative to sitting around
the dinner table at the hostel is the
Tennessee Pass Cookhouse, located
at the base of Cooper Mountain and
a 10-minute drive from Leadville.
Tucked into the woods near the Piney
Creek Nordic Center, the Cookhouse
gives skiers the opportunity to ski
and dine
For $60, an adventurer can ski,
snowshoe or hike the one mile from
the Nordic Center to the Cookhouse,
where they are offered a four-course
meal with elk tenderloin, chicken,
salmon, rack of lamb or a vegetarian
fare as the entree.
All equipment is inclusive with
the price of dinner, but reservations
and choice of entree are required in
advance Call 719-486-8114 for more
information.
Wild Bill recommends the
Cookhouses luncheon tare for those
who are more economically minded.

Towing 24 Hours • 7 Days a Week

JBR
419-353-7222
17745 N. DIXIE HWY
BOWLING GREEN. OH
Service Center Open
Monday- Friday • 8-5 PM

Lube, Oil, & Filter
& Towing

$18"
Up to 5 Quarts with Filter
Plus lop off fluids and complete inspection

The lunch menu offers soups, salads, of the hostel. The Colorado Mountain
burgers and pasta in the price range College Timberline campus lies here
with a student population of approx
of$5-$15.
"The food is terrific and the scenery imately 21,000. The Silver Dollar
is great," Wild Bill said. He advises Saloon and the Boomtown Pub offer
skiing away the morning at Cooper alcoholic beverages and meals.
Surrounding towns, such as Alma
Mountain and then having lunch at
the Cookhouse during the afternoon and Buena Vista, both within one
hour's
driving time of Leadville, pro
when the mountains are visible in
vide more experiences. Buffalo Iocs
the sunlight.
Cooper Mountain is a good place in Buena Vista has snowmobile rent
for beginners to start out, says Wild als, while the South Park Saloon in
Bill. The hill is "laid back," meaning Alma has a full-service bar and a
not too intense and without the pres- lunch and dinner menu offering fish
sures of lines and advanced skiers. tacos and very large burritos. They
It is also a cheaper and less aggres- also host live music on the week
sive alternative to resorts such as ends.
However, according to Wild Bill
Breckenridgc and Copper Mountain.
For more advanced skiers, back- if one "does the mountains right.'
there should be no energy
country trails for crossleft for partying
country and downhill
1-75
SOUTH
"You can squint your
skiing and snowshoeing
Destination: St.
exist in abundance in the
eyes in any bar and have
Simon's Island,
leadville area. Equipment
a good time but you can't
Ga.
rentals are available in
squint your eyes any
town for $15-20 per day.
where but here and see
Approximate
Mayflower Gulch, locatthese mountains"
Travel Time: 15
If warmer weather
ed between Leadville and
hours,
15
Denver, is a good place to
is inspiration to travel
minutes
start The trail offers about
on spring break, then a
half a day of action for most
trip to St Simon's Island
Distance
from
people and takes the skier
Ga„ is an option worth
Bowling
Green:
past abandoned mining
considering. The island
923.6 miles
ruins from the days of the
is riddled with inland
gold rush. Entrance to the
waterways and marshes
trail is on Colorado State Route 91. pubs with live music, restaurants and
More information on this trail and beaches. Visitors to St. Simon's Island
others can be found at http://www. can go kayaking, biking and out on
centtalcoloradacom.
the town.
Leadville also has a variety of pubs
and nightlife within walking distance
DESTINATION. PAGE 5
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BOWLING GREEN
COLLISION
CENTER

S Main

Check Engine Light on?
We Can Fix Itl
only

$29"

With Coupon • $46.00 Value • Computer
Diagnostic is Free it repair is done • Call tor
.Appointment • Offer Expires March 31,2005;

D
CD
o
o
o
<2
o'

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We do:
Free Estimates
Body Work & Paint Work
Minor Touch to Major Collisions
Ins. Claims Welcome
Body Work
Auto Glass
Frame Straightening

1011 S. Main St.

419-353-6420
IOIIF.-

866-295-7012

Don't Despair, We Repair
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Georgia, Colorado provide choices to vacationers
DESTINATION, FROM PAGE 4

The marshes of the island, lush
and undeveloped, are the site
of many guided kayaking trips.
Southeast Adventure Tours will
provide a visitor with all the
necessary gear for any of the
paddling trips they offer.
According to Robby Bufkin,
manager of Southeast Adventure,
the trips begin in the freshwater
waterways and wind through an
array of ecosystems by the time the
paddlers reach the coast.
The overnight trips start in the
freshwater waterways and delve
into the marshes, then go onto
the beaches of the barrier islands.
Depending on the temperature,
dolphins, gators, baby sharks and
a variety of birds may show their
faces, according to Bufkin.
Some of the trips take paddlers to
the south end of Sea Island where
there is no development and sand
dollars can be found on the beach.
"There's nothing there but us and
a bunch of birds," Buffkin said.
Southeast Adventure, located at
313 Mallory St., also gives guided
camping trips.
Bufkin recommends kayaking with an experienced guide
to Cumberland Island, Georgia's
largest barrier island. The trip,
which lasts two nights and three
days, costs $325 per person and
offers three meals a day. Paddling
gear is included in the price.
Southeast Adventures also offers
a complete selection of maps of the
area and retail items such as backpacks and sleeping bags for those
who may have forgotten a bit of their
camping gear at home. The store is
conveniently located directly below
Rafter's Blues Club, a restaurant and
live music venue home to specialty
hurritos and happy-hour specials.
Rafter's is managed by Robby
Bufkin's brother, Griffin Bufkin, who
created the crispy burritos that have
'made the map" in St. Simon's. After
a long day of paddling, one can
return gear downstairs and trek up
to the blues bar for some tunes and
grub.
The bar features a happy hour
with $.35 oysters and $1 Miller Lite
drafts. One of the few bars on St.
Simon's Island, Rafter's offers a
selection of local shrimp, oysters on
the half shell, Dungeness Crab Legs,
local blue crab and stuffed oysters.
Griffin Bufkin has developed a
one pound, crispy burrito that is
favorite to the locals and is tagged

with the saying "You name it, we
can wrap it," Griffin said. "It's kind
of drawn a real cult around here."
The Marley, stuffed with lamaican
lerk Chicken, pineapple, black
beans, Monterey lack and sour
cream, is the most popular of the
many flavors, according to Griffin.
The burritos are baked crisp and
served hot.
Rafter's hosts many activities
during the week, including Monday
Night Mug Night, Tuesday Night
Bingo A-Go-Go, Widespread Panic
Wednesday and Girls' Thursday
Night Out. Live music on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nights ranges
from the Blues to Reggae to Jazz to
Bluegrass. The bar and restaurant
open at 5:30 p.m.
The crowd here is diverse, Bufkin
says. The clientele ranges from the
"professional to the great unwashed."
In a touristy town like this, a locals'
hangout like Rafter's is a good
place to gain valuable traveling
information.
Whether or not the bar, which
Bufkin classifies as "something between a Mississippi juke
joint and a Texas road house," is
in the interest of a traveler, the
information available in this local's
joint makes it worth the stop.
Bufkin offers himself as a
freebie travel guide. He can be
reached via his e-mail address as
listed on the Rafter's Web site at
http://www.raftersblues.com.
He suggests The Village Inn and
Pub, modeled after a 1930s beach
cottage, as a great place to stay.
"It's a really funky place and right
down the street from the club," says
Bufkin to those who may need to be
within walking distance of the place
where they rest their heads.
Rooms at the inn, each complete
with a kitchenette and the story of a
. historical islander, range from $99
to $139 per night. There is also an
English pub and a swimming pool
on the grounds of the inn. For more
information, or to make reservations, travelers can visit http://www.
villageinnandpub.com.
An abundance of camping exists
on the island for the more efficient-minded traveler. In addition
to state-run campgrounds on lekyl
and Cumberland islands, the Hostel
in the Forest, a non-profit organization that focuses on environmental
awareness and providing a place for
artists to be, sits about 10 miles from
the lively nightlife of St. Simon's.
The hostel, which began housing international youth in 1975, is

set upon 90 acres of land, most
of which is sheltered by trees.
Vegetable gardens, a man-made
lake, tree houses, adobes, a glass
house, labyrinths, hiking trails and
a sweat lodge cover the land. All of
these structures were constructed in
order to aid in the spiritual healing
or guidance the Hostel in the Forest
has become known for, according
to Tom Dennard, a manager at the
hostel.
"The hostel changes lives,"
Dennard said. "It educates people
to leam skills for dealing with what
life has to offer. It encourages those
who come there to be the best at
whatever they decide to undertake
in pursuing their life's ambition."
However, those looking for a
party should search elsewhere for
overnight
accommodations,
according to Dennard. The hostel
has had bad experiences with spring
breakers leaving broken glass
behind and leaving the hostel
without the understanding of the
spirituality it has to offer.
Beer and wine are allowed at the
hostel, but only if it is consumed
in plastic or paper cups. If an
individual becomes too intoxicated,
he or she will be asked to leave or
taken to the nearest motel.
"We try to emphasize the spiritual
aspects," says Dennard, "So if you
have someone who is looking for
a place like that, then they will be
welcomed."
The owners allow patrons to stay
for $15 per night and a 15-minute
chore each morning. There is no air
conditioning or heat, but screens
keep bugs away, and beds provide
safe and easy rest. The charge per
night includes a communal evening
meal. For reservations or directions,
go to http://www.foresthostel.org.

SPRING BREAK
SHORTS
What:

What:

The Langerado Music Festival,
presented by Brown Coffee
Productions and South Florida
Jams, features the music of
bands from around the
country. Taking place in southem Florida, the festival also
features a disc golf tournament the day before the music
begins. Attendees receive a
tree poster in exchange tot 10
cans of food to be donated to
the Daily Bread Food Bank of
Miami. Featured acts include
The String Cheese Incident,
Martin, Medeski and Wood,
Keller Williams. Karl Den son's
Tiny Universe, The Dirty Dozen
Brass Band, Dmphrey's McGee.
The DJ Williams Projekt and
many more. Camping is
available near the festival
grounds and hotel
packages are available. For
more information, please visit
www.langerado com.

T.C. Paintball is home to a 52-acre
paintball course, complete with barricades and obstacle courses. The course
also hosts open tournaments and
private parties. For more information,
please visit http://www.tcpaintball.com

R V I

When:
The course is open every Sunday from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. with registration
beginning at 10 a.m..
How Much:
The entry fee with equipment rental is
$35. Additional pamtballs begin at $6
for 100 balls.
What
The Daniel Boone National Forest is
home to over 700,000 acres of natural
arches, valleys, lakes, cliffs, streams,
hiking trails and the Red River Gorge.
A 36-mile driving loop encircles the
forest, where March activities may
include hiking, biking, rock climbing,
backpacking, fishing, boating and
picnicking. For more information and
directions, please visit httpV/www.
southemregion.fs.fed.us/boone.

Where:
Markham Park in Sunrise, Fla.
When:
March 12-13,2005

Where:
The Daniel Boone National Forest is
located in eastern Kentucky. Interstate
75 south runs through the central
region ot the park.

How Much: A two-day pass
to the festival costs $75 in
advance or $95 at the gate.
For $250 a VIP ticket package
is available. VIP packages
include two, two-day passes.
preferred parking, two VIP
passes, mlcrobrews and other
special items.

C

When:
The trails and recreational activities in
the park are open all year.

Now Offering
24 Hour Towing

B&B Welding Truck & Auto
E

Where:
Traverse City, Mich.

E

Transmission
Bring this coupon
All Mechanical Work
in and receive
1
Brakes
Diesel and Gas
1
Tires
1
Bearings
1
All Farm Equipment
' Low Shop Rates
1
Free Towing with Student ID
SA
'* t-wyAf*
(with qualified repair)
1

10% off
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Seasonal diets not enough
suffice for beach prep but beyond
Why reserve healthy choices and
that, offers little more than exercise an exercise regimen for special occaburnout and killer cravings. Only sions? Your body is yours for life.
three of 10 Americans exercise .Furthermore, it's a lot easier to look
U- Wire columnist - Univ. of (MIL
regularly and four of 10 get no good and function well when you
The race is on. The contestants toil exercise at all, according to the are healthy. Consider the following:
Blueberries are the second most
furiously, gut-wrcnchingly and, for National Center for Health Statistics.
If we would view our bodies as anti-oxidant rich food there is,
the most part, in place and against
long-term investments rather than which can help slow the signs of
their own bodies.
It's that time again. When temporary displays, we would look aging by blocking free radicals from
Valentine's chocolate has topped off better and live longer, healthier lives. damaging your cells.
Regular exercise is a primary
Consuming three-fourth servings
our "winter coats," spring break is
approaching and for these reasons, goal of the surgeon general's 2010 of a low-fat dairy product every day
there is smoke billowing out of the National Health Objectives. Couch speeds up weight loss.
Bananas will help prevent sore
cardio room at Huston Huffman potatoes aremorepronetohigh blood
pressure, heart disease, diabetes, muscles after pounding the treadmill
Center.
Girls roll in little support groups obesity, osteoporosis, colon cancer, and weights due to their potassium.
The Omega-3 fatty acids in
and study magazines full of perfect breast cancer and depressioa
The top three causes of death salmon have been proven to combat
bodies while they run a treadmill belt.
Guys strain at a 45-degree angle with in America are directly linked to depression and heart disease.
obesity-heart disease, type two
Eating fiber (found in fruits,
those iron, mannish hand cables.
cancer, and vegetables and whole grain) is fillThe same fervor for bodily perfec- diabetes and
tion is reflected in eating habits. For two-thirds of us are medically obese. ing, which helps prevent overeating.
men, the goal is lean muscularity. For Unfortunately, rather than seeing Fiber also combats heart disease
Green tea accelerates the metabowomen, it is to practically disappear obesity for the health risk that it is,
But could this health enthusiasm our feel-good society tends to shift lism and is also rich in anti-cotidants.
Ninety percent of people would
ever have any real staying power? the blame away from the individual
lose more weight if they would just
Sometimes it seems that unless a and onto genetics.
The truth is our gene pool hasn't get more sleep, as metabolism rate
pair of board shorts or a string bikini
is terrorizing us, we are quite content changed in the last 40 years, and in increases when one is well-rested.
And if it helps, think of it like I
to eat cookie dough for dinner (and, the last four years, neither has the
percentage of adults who exercise. da She who naps often runs much,
by "we," I mean me).
The characteristically American Our bodies are a direct reflection of and can afford to eat lots of cookie
dough.
all-or-nothing health approach may our lifestyles.
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Break choice exists
ByMisaflHafco
RCPORIE R

For students looking for something
unique to do over spring break, participation in the Global Volunteers
program might be the answer.
Global Volunteers has been
offering students the chance to
spend their spring break traveling and helping others since 1984,
when the program offered a trip
to Jamaica for infrastructure and
health care projects. Since then, the
program has grown to offer service
trips to 20 other countries.
"It's really a grassroots thing,"
said Barb DeGroot, a representative for Global Volunteers. "We work
only where we're invited to send
volunteers."
This year, the Minnesotabased program is sending
students to places such as Tanzania,
Ireland and Peru, with groups also
scheduled for other locations.
During the University's spring
break, Global Volunteers is offering
a service trip to West Virginia, where
volunteers will help build new
homes, repair existing houses and
mentor and tutor students from the
area. The volunteers will work with
local youths in Appalachia in these
projects. Volunteers must provide
their own transportation to West
Virginia, and once diere, are housed
in dormitory-style housing.
The trip isn't all work and no play,
however.
"It's a beautiful area," DeGroot

TRIPS OFFERED BY
GLOBAL VOLUNTEERS
West Virginia — March 5-12- help
build homes in distressed mining
towns of Appalachia.
Ireland — March 5-19 - volunteer
at a peace center and meet peers
from around the worid.
Ecuador — March 5-19 - play with
and help care for children with
disabilities and work on
construction projects at Camp Hope.
Tanzania — March 6-25 - help
with construction, teaching and
health care in remote villages.
Mississippi — March 12-19 - help
with civic projects in Metcalfe.
Peru — March 12-26 - befriend
kids at South America's largest
children's home in Lima.
Ghana — April 3-24 - teach
English or build a school in a
fishing village.

said, "and there ate nice free-time
opportunities."
The cost of the trip is $550, but
discounts are available to students
who arc willing to fill out forms
online rather than on paper,
DeGroot said.
"We pass along the savings |of
not using paper to the volunteers,"
she said.
Editors Note: To apply for any
Global Volunteers service trips, visit
the program's web site at http://www.
globalvolunteers.org.
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iNOw
R A SAFE SPRING BREAK
kNOw that you have the power to
make responsible decisions
kNOw your limits for sun exposure
kNOw your sexual boundaries
kNOw that friendship means taking
care of each other
kNOw where your drink has been
kNOw that you can call a taxi for a
safe ride home
adapted from BACCHUS/GAMMA

Study finds tanning
can be addictive
By Carolyn Poirot
miCHI

BIDDER NEWSPAPERS

"lust look at all these freckles
and brown spots. Look at these
wrinkles. Do you want your skin
to look like mine?" I asked my
18-year-old daughter, a freshman at
die University ofTexas at Austin, who
thinks that somehow youth protects
you against the hazards of ultraviolet
radiation.
She rolled her eyes.
It was the week after Christmas,
and she had just informed me
that she had "reactivated" her
membership in a nearby tanning
salon because she couldn't wait
until she got back to Austin to work
on the tan she was sure to need for
spring break.

"There's nosuchthingasa healthy
tan," 1 insisted. "You are beautiful
just the way you are."
She rolled her eyes again.
"That's because I have a tan, a
beautiful, golden tan, right now,"
she insisted.
"It just makes me feel good," she
added, with a confident smile.
Aha! Wake Forest University
researchers are right: You can get
addicted to tanning.
In a study, reported in the
fournal of the American Academy
of Dermatology last summer,
researchers found that people felt
TANNING, PAGE 8

•

Get your FREE

SPRING BREAK KIT
March 1 -3
11 am-2pm in the Union
Sponsored by UCADI, Safety Committee, Vision, CASO, BACCHUS/
GAMMA, Wellness Connection,and the Student Health Service
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Auto prep, vital for safety
By Laura Collins
REPORTER

This spring break, many college
students are planning on leaving the
frigid weather of northwest Ohio to
get on the road. Refore heading out
on that road trip, however, there are
a few things that drivers should know
and do prior to leaving.
Rick Kern, owner of Lyric Auto
in Bowling Green, said that lack of
maintenance is the cause of most car
problems.
"Most people wait until something
goes wrong before they bring their
car in." Kern said.
He suggested that students
planning road trips have their cars
checked out before they leave in

an effort to prevent anything from
happening. His shop offers inspections for $32.50. During the inspection, mechanics check fluid levels,
belts, hoses, tires, brakes, lighting
and batteries, among other things.
If funds are low, though, there are
a few things you can do yourself to
help ensure a safer trip.
First, check the engine oil and
other fluids. Make sure the car isn't
due for an oil change, and if it is soon,
it might be best to take it in before
leaving.
It is also a good idea to check
the tire pressure and tread. The
recommended tire pressure is
usually located on the driver's side
door, on the inside of the fuel filler

door or in the glove compartment.
Next, look at the tread on all four
tires. If the tires are too worn or
unevenly worn — which could be an
alignment problem — they should
be replaced.
Next, if you haven't had a brake
flush in the last year, it is a good idea
to get one before you leave. Water
laden brake fluid can cause a lot of
damage to the car's brskes which
can be very expensive as well as
dangerous.
Finally, it is always a good idea to
have a charged cell phone for road
trips and a list of numbers to call in
case something goes wrong. Planning
ahead can save you time and money
in the long run, Kem said.

Hiatus tradition has long history
By Britney Lee
REROUTE*

After a snowy, frigid January and
a not-so-tropical start to February,
University students eagerly await
a break from being exposed to
temperatures and textbooks.
And for good reason, said
Matthew Donahue Ph.D., instructor
of Popular Culture at the University.
"Spring break really is a way in
which American college kids can
blow off steam and get away from
their academic reality," Donahue
said.
Spring entices young people to
get out and rejuvenate.
How spring break got its start is
left somewhat unclear. Some say the
tradition started with the ancient
Romans and Greeks.
Preceding the birth of Christ, men

and women welcomed the return of
spring. Activities involved drinking
and dancing until people were in an
altered state of mind.
Ancient Greece and what students
watch on MTV spring break today
are very similar.
A news article on the hoteltravel.
com Web site reported modern-day
spring break owes its popularity
to none other than the American
film industry, specifically to the
movie, "Where the Boys Are," which
portrayed young men and women on
the idyllic shores of Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.
By the 1990s, Panama City, Fla.
became the destination of choice,
the article reported. Soon international destinations such as Cancun
and the Bahamas became popular.
During the 1970s, festivities

were centered on alcohol and
drugs. More planned activities took
over the 1980s and 1990s, turning
modem-day spring break into a mix
of both.
"The tradition takes the toga party,
frat party, college party to these
warmer regions of the United States
where the student can partake in the
rituals of drinking and debauchery,"
Donahue said.
Though it is uncertain who the
first spring breakers were, they created a highly anticipated event
Thousands of spring breakers will
travel to warmer climates in 2005.
Springbreak.com concluded that
most of the tradition comes from the
ancient Greeks, and when Socrates
proposed to welcome spring, it let
young people vent their ingrained
urges, and spring break was bom.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?

WE HAVE THE CURE
IK "s largest and
most complete
import lacility

419-352-7031

12955 Kramer Rd.
oft'of S. Main
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Truths about
tanning revealed
other signs of aging skin. About 6
percent even permit the dangersignificantly more relaxed and ous practice of tanning without
less tense after lying in a real tan- protective eye shields.
ning bed compared with lying in a
More than 20 percent said
placebo bed with no UV light.
They speculated that tanning minors, who may face the greatest
might stimulate secretion of long-term risks, could tan without
mood-boosting endorphins for a parental consent, Buchheim said.
Nearly 30 million
"druglike reinforcing
Americans, includeffect."
"Cancer
ing a growing number
In other words,
might not of teen-age girls, are
they found that
tanning beds can be have time to expected to visit tanning salons in 2005.
habit-forming.
Young people are at
And that's not a materialize
good thing.
if you set the special risk because
the health hazards of
Consumer Reports
investigated
296 samefactors tanning are cumulatanning salons in into motion tive, and abnormal
12 states for a study,
have a longer time
at 60. That cells
published in the
to eventually blossom
January issue, under
certainly into dangerous tumors
the headline, "The
their life span,
also
applies within
Unexpected Dangers
Buchheim said. ■
of Indoor Tanning."
to skin
"Cancer might not
Researchers found
have time to materialaging."
that many tanning
ize if you set the same
salons not only deny
factors into motion at
or downplay the
60," he pointed out.
RON BUCHHEIM,
possible risks of
"That certainly also
REPORT EDITOR
their service but also
applies to skin aging.
endorse unsafe pracUV radiation can be
tices, says Ron Buchheim, who
better controlled inside, but our
edited the report.
The story reported 75 percent of evidence indicates tanning salons
the surveyed employees said you do not control as scrupulously as
could tan every day or come in as they could and should.
"It's a potentially dangerous
often as you wanted, even when
researchers identified themselves pleasure."
The best way to prepare for
as beginners; and nearly 35 percent denied that indoor tanning spring break is to try out several
can cause cancer and/or prema- sunless tanning creams and stock
ture wrinkles, brown spots and up on sunscreen.

TANNING, FROM PAGE 7

THE
TANNING
* CENTER
Serving BG Since 1980
Locally Owned and Family Operated

Tan EVERYDAY for only $19« per month
No Credit Card required. No hidden fees!
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TRAVEL TIPS

FACING REALITY, SAFELY
Specific actions can help keep vacations from turning into debacles — or worse
By Lara Weber
Cosmetic
industries
have excessive drinking is a common
ItMtlEI
even taken the initiative to put a practice among students on spring
When students leave the horrid sunscreen in their foundations with a break trips, Hoffman said
weather of Bowling Green to enjoy Sun Protector Factor of 15, Hoffman
"It may not be just for a few hours
warm weather somewhere south said.
in an evening, but may start during
for spring break, the last thing they
"If your cosmetic industry is the day and continue on at a regular
are usually concerned with is their realizing how important it is, that pace throughout the day," she said.
safety.
should tell us something," she said.
"This will lead to more dehydration,
But being aware of the potential
University student Amy Busser, fatigue and more risk and concerns
dangers is a way to have
practicum student for the of other hazards that can happen
a safe and relaxing spring
Wellness Connection, has with drinking: unprotected sex,
"The big
break.
spent a spring break in fights, risk for sexually transmitted
When students are in
thing with Cancun and experienced infections and sexual assault."
environments they are
the intense sun.
Busser kept herself safe in Cancun
sexual
not familiar with, it makes
"Everyone says, 'Oh by being aware of her alcohol
them an easy target for
assault is I'll just put oil on, I'll be consumption and staying with
predators, said Barbara
okay,' but the sun is so friends at all times.
Hoffman, health promo- staying with strong there," she said.
"1 watched how much I drank; 1
tion coordinator for the friends and
Most students are not watched out for my friends, and I
Wellness Connection.
they can get sun watched what I was drinking," she
avoiding aware
"Maybe before when
damage on a cloudy day, said.
they were on trips, they
and still need to apply
Something also to be aware of
being
were with their parents
sunscreen as if the sun is when visiting a foreign country is
alone with out. Students should use that their laws differ from the laws in
so they're not accustomed to having to think someone you a sunscreen with an SPF the United States.
about all the things that
of at least 15, Hoffman
For example, there are only
their parents thought don't know." said.
four places individuals can legally
of," she said "They are
"I think Istudentsl think consume alcohol in Panama. Those
having to think about BARBARA HOFFMAN. if it's overcast or cloudy four places being a bar or lounge,
their valuables that could HEALTH PROMOTION that there's no need to, a motel room, on the white sand
but the rays are still going portion of the beach and by the pool
get stolen and drinking
COORDINATOR
with a bunch of peoto come through," she at the motel, Busser said.
ple they just met and what might said.
Busser also stressed the use
happen in those situations."
The sun is not all students of the buddy system as a form of
Students who leave the coun- need to protect themselves from protection.
"Never leave your friends," she
try should be especially careful duringspring break; the use of alcohol
said. "Even if you're just getting up to
concerning safety of food, water and presents danger as well.
According to a University of go to the bathroom."
sun, Hoffman said.
Staying together reduces the risk of
The sun and the warm weather Wisconsin study, 75 percent of
are the most appealing factors to college males and 43.6 percent of becoming a victim of sexual assault.
students when choosing a spring females reported being intoxicated Drinking affects the vulnerability of
an individual to become a victim,
break destination. But the damage on a daily basis during spring break.
The risks involved with exces- which is why students should not
the sun can cause to individual's skin
has the potential to ruin their entire sive drinking are endless, and allow themselves to be taken to an
trip, Hoffman said.
"I think many think if they use
sunscreen, they're not going to get a
tan," Hoffinan said. "They'll still get
a tan, but they won't have near the
of Northwest Ohio, Inc.
damage to their skin by using the
FOR ALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS
I sunscreen."
Persistent use of sunscreen is also
• Emergency Contraception
• Sexually Transmitted Infections
• Birth Control
(Screening & Treatment)
| key in protecting the skin.
• HIV Counseling & Testing
Gynecological
Exams
"If you go into the water, every
• Pregnancy Testing
(Free & Anonymous)
I time you come out of the water you
We Accept Insurance & Medicaid
I should re-apply the sunscreen," she
I said. "Every couple of hours, you
1301 Jeflerson Avenue
3401 Qlendale Avenue
1039 North Matn Street
Findlay, Omo
Toledo, Ohio
Toledo. Onto
I would want to re-apply because of
419«2-4«11
419-255-111S
419-385 8778
I perspiration and some of it rubbing

P

loff."

Planned F&renthoocf

Call toll tree lor an appointment
1-800-230-7526
www.ppnwo.org

isolated location.
"The big thing with sexual assault
is staying with friends and avoiding
being alone with someone you don't
know," Hoffman said.
Awareness is an important
factor because the more information
available for students, the better
chance they have of staying safe
during spring break
"Hopefully, the more they sec
it, the more they think about it
that safety has to be on their top
priorities," she said.

Sponsored by the BGSU Safety
Community, Bacchus/Gamma,
Student Health Services and the
Wellness Connection, free spring
break safety kits will be given away
in the Union the week before spring
break, Hoffman said.
The kits include lipbalm, a
condom, a bandage, anti-septic wipe
and educational material.
Editors note: Information from the
Websitehttp://goflorida.about.com/
od/planningyourtrip/a/springbrksafcty.htm was used in this report.

KPDTWr; RDlTAinrDCJ
GET READY FOR THE BEACH WITH A DARK TAN
David Dewalt ~ owner/stylist
FEATURING: Jessica Spilker - stylist
Lisa McCoy - stylist

HOT HAH
• cut & style included with all chemical services
■ specializing in foils
^^M^M^>^^
• the hottest HILites & color
kfc.
• the hottest hair cuts
^^^~^M
• all HILites & color include haircuts

oTZZLUVTANl
• 5 beds & 1 booths
• all beds are cleaned & sanitized
by our staff in-between clients
• always hot new bulbs
• make appointments all the way
to Spring Break!
• the best brands in tanning lotion
• extended hours as needed

■COMING SOON

Sun Tower
56 Bulbs, 10 minutes,Tan Time Booth
Call for an
Appointment Today!
(419)352-6459
529 Ridge St.
Bowling Green
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200 Salons
in the Country
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lifestyles conflict
with weight wishes
Klein joined the staff of Columbia's equivalent to more than four
Housing and Dining Services last typical breakfasts. Klein suggests
NEW YORK — As the season of lank October to replace the former looking on Dinings Web site, which
(ops and bikinis approaches, the dietician whose time was divided explains concepts, such as portion
pressure is on for those who resolved between studies at Teacher's Cx>Uege sizes, and provides nutritional facts
for select foods offered on campus.
to lose weight for the new year. and another part-time job.
Klein's role is to make The initiative to post all nutritional
But many at Columbia
University's )ohn lay "The healthy sure that healthy food facts online will take "a long time
options are available before being completed," she said.
cafeteria don't seem to
at all eating locations
Many, such as Lydia Ross, were
options
care or want to notice.
on campus and to help surprised to learn of Dinings YYrb
Sitting down to an
are
there.
students make healthy site and the three dieticians. When
overflowing tray, Robert
l-ongoria, begins eating Students just choices, she said. In asked if she or her friends would use
his omelet, two waffles have to learn addition to working part the services, she said, "No. People
-time in her office by the don't care enough."
topped with whipped
to choose
lohn lay kitchen, Klein
But lightweight rower lason Novick,
cream, a bowl of
works in Health Services who must maintain his weight, does.
Cinnamon Toast Crunch,
them."
every Tuesday to assist "1 have never eaten from the main
two glasses of orange
students in developing section at breakfast because it is just
juice and a glass of milk.
SUSAN rUfIN,
weight loss or weight sausage, eggs, hash browns, and
This typical breakfast
DIETICIAN
gain programs.
bacon," said Novick. who eats a salad
kicks off his morning
Any Columbia under- and an egg-white omelet instead.
today and every day.
"The healthy options are there,"
"I don't like the taste of healthy graduate or graduate student can
food," Longoria said before biting meet with Klein, or the other two said Klein. "Students just have to
dieticians at Health Services, free of learn to choose them."
into a syrupy piece of waffle.
But track runner lirison Hurtault,
Columbia's new registered charge, though there is currently a
who eats at lohn lay about six limes in
dietician Susan Klein hopes to change waiting period for appointments.
At the beginning of the semester, a week, said there are limited options
this Making efforts to "combine taste
with health," Klein works with a team Klein helped replace all the oils used "Tonight there was only hamburger
of chefs, vendors, and two other in Columbia's kitchens with trans and mearloaf," he said.
"What about chicken, turkey,
dieticians to help make students' fat-free oils, which pose a lower risk
eating more natural and less fatty. for heart disease. Currently, Klein steak?" his friend Anthony Marquez,
Her accomplishments this semester is working to bring natural peanut asked, said.
Klein emphasized that Dining
include helping to introduce trans butter to lohn lay, but she has yet to
fat-free trench fries to Columbia, find a vendor that will supply one Services is "a very customer-servicedriven section of the University, and
replacing an "inadequate" variety of that would appeal to students.
One of the major problems that is open to students' suggestions"
soy milk with a more nutritious one,
and posting the nutrition facts for students face when trying to con- However, a suggestion box near the
select foods served at Columbia on sume a healthy diet is controlling cafeteria's exit is rarely used, and
the Dining Services' improved Web portion size. According to Klein, a Klein receives an average of only two
breakfast like that of Longoria's is e-mails each week from students
site
By Danielle Slutzfcy
IHM HfPOmil!
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TOP 9

THINGS TO DO BACK
HOME OVER BREAK
By Oustin Gafch

IBS

DESIGNER. COUCH P01A10

There is nothing like spending your spring break back
in your home town at your
parent's place.
So in honor of this joyous
occasion, here's a top nine

you're back to the mother land, better known as
home.
If you're wondering why
only nine, it's a mystery.
It's not because I couldn t
fit 10, cause that's just lazy.

1. Improve your Halo 2 skills.
2. Watch the "Price Is Right".
3. Don't do any of that homework
you planned on doing.
4. Make a snow man.
5. Go to your local mall and make
fun of people you remember from
high school.
6. Babysit siblings for beer money.
7. Find out when Grandma went
off the deep end.
8. Take naps.
9. Look out the window and
wonder why you still live in Ohio.
You'll Flip Over LUNCH
on the GO at SO's
l! esn noA uaq/w sajjdxe
uodnoo fjuuq isni/M

linoqej. 'iprmej 'jean adejg '|aje|ej
V
SBIUd 33Ud * d°d 33Ud ISO

aseipjnd ipi/vvpues
Auv iO!AA

SouthSide 6

737 S. Main, BG
419.352.8639
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Nudist destination options limited, specialized
By Laura Coins
REPORTER

With spring break quickly approaching, many students will be traveling
to Florida and looking for something
new and interesting to do.
One option that is usually ruled out.
or never even considered, is visiting a
nudist beach or resort. |im Bailey,
owner of Castaway's Travel, a travel
company specializing in clothing
optional and nude travel opportunities, said nudist beaches aren't very
popular among college students.
"It's mostly adults and families that go to nudist beaches and
resorts," Bailey said. "Resorts can be
expensive, which might be one
reason college students don't go."
Solange — who prefers to use just
her first name — is a member of
Northcoast Naturists club.
She said she would like to see
more young people take advantage
of nude beaches but thinks they dont
because nudism is still not considered
acceptable for many people.
Solange said she enjoys nudist
activities for a variety of reasons.
"For one, being nude is a way
lof going back to what nature had
originally planned," she said. "Being
nude is a nice feeling and it has
nothing to do with sexuality."
So if the idea of going aii-natural
[sounds appealing there are beaches
ii Florida that encourage taking it
ill off.
According to Bailey, the most
jopluar one is Haulover Nude Beach
n Miami. It is a clothing optional
leach with facilities and lifeguards
vbcre the age range is between 25
ind45.
Another nude beach in Florida is
■\pollo Beach, which is located about
'5 miles north of Orlando. Haulover
id Apollo beaches make up the
■wo legal nude beaches in Florida.
)ut there are other remote beaches
n Florida that aren't legal, but still
requented by nudists.
Nudists beaches are something
hat everyone should try before they
orm an opinion about it, Solange
aid.
Try it once; you've got nothing
o lose," she said. "It gives you the
pportunity to meet people and not
ocus on what they are wearing or
vhat they look like"
For more information on
udist beaches in Florida visit, http://
mandsun.com/1 tocf/ beachf/ nude,
tml.

KRI Photo

A SOLID '10': Students in Miami beach last year rate passing (clothed) women on a scale of one to 10 in this file photo. Fans of nudism say the practice is not
related to exhibitionism, but is a chance to commune with nature in a fully natural state — feeling less restricted.

you have a safe and fun spring break!
Refill your prescriptions belore ■ 1 Never leave you drink unattended
you leave. Call the Student Health ot accept an open drink from
Service Pharmacy at 372-7443. someone you don't know.
Remember to bring essentials such ■ Remember to take your emergency
as your toothbrush.toothpaste, contact information with you.
sunscreen and condoms.

For further questions call the
Student Health Service at 372-2271
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Spring semester is chance to get fresh start
Welcome to the first edition of

The Gavel in 2005.

It's the end of February, and
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In addition to March being the

month of mid-terms, it is also the
'0th Annual Dance Marathon is
being held March 19-20.

The next issue of Jhe Gavel

wil1

•* devoted to photos and

are the first grades a student

stones from Dance Marathon, i

receives. No matter how hard
it seems to focus, study, study,
s(udy
Use whatever you can to
motivate you, whether it be an
upcoming Spring Break trip, the
opportunity to see family again,
or, if you're like me, just the
notion that you'll actually be
able to get some much needed

encourage you to submit diaries
°f me event, photos, or personal
reflections to be included in next
months issue.
Hav* a warm- *""■ and safe
Spmg Break and good luck on
mid-terms,
\U\J\I
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National Pan-Hellenic Council thrives academically
Bethsny Winston
NATIONAL PAN-HElLENIC PRESIDENT

The National Pan-Hellenic
Council (NPHC) reflected an
increase in Greek Scholarship
last semester as they had four
of their eight Greek groups
represented in the top ten
Greek organizations with a
3.0 GPA or above.
"Last year was a trying time
for us all as a council but each
organization was determined
and had goals," Allia Miller,
Vice President of the National
Pan-Hellenic Council, said.
"We wanted to let everyone
know that our council is just
as productive scholastically
as other Greeks on this campus," Miller said.
The National Pan-Hellenic
Council, often referred to as
the "Divine Nine," is composed nationally of nine historically black fraternities

It's not a race between
us as Greeks, just a
reaction to redirecting
our attention to our
goals
-Leah Shaw. President ofAlplia
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

and sororities. Here at BGSU,
there are eight on campus.
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Zeta
Phi Beta, and Delta Sigma
Theta Sororities were all in
the top ten Greek organizations academically this semes-

ter. In addition, one of the
five fraternities, Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity, Inc. made its
debut in the top ten.
"The Bruhs were just serious about focusing on our
main reason for being here
first of all," Marcus Simpson,
Pesident of Omega Psi Phi,
said.
Patricia
Perry,
NPHC
Parliamentarian, said, "We
already had academic awards
in place before this last semester. It was just that organizations decided to step up their
reputations here on campus
individually."
NPHC currently has guidelines in place for academic
incentives. The Most Improved
GPA and Highest GPA per
semester are awarded twentyfive dollars each for dues.
The council is also undergoing changes within their

bylaws to help define scholarly endeavors over other
events.
Greek Affairs instituted
a 2.0 minimum GPA policy
within the last year.
Upon not meeting the
requirements, groups in any
council would be on a privilege-based status suspension
with the University and their
council.
Last
semester
NPHC
had to debate upon certain
amendment changes regarding grades because one of its
organizations was affected by
this rule.
"It's not a race between
us as Greeks, just a reaction to redirecting our attention to our goals as students
first here at Bowling Green
State University," Leah Shaw,
President of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc., said.

For this semester, NPHC
appears to be looking toward
another bright semester ol
new members with high scholastic standards. Along with
the celebration of hopeful
new members to join groups,
there also is a celebration foi
graduation.
In commemoration of overall commitment to education
and graduation, the council
is planning their annual Black
Graduation Banquet to be held
on May 7, 2005. The banquet
is sponsored in part by NPHC
as it recognizes local minority
graduates for the year of 2005
and gives away two book
scholarships.
Tommie
Ware,
NPHC
Secretary, said, "We do a lot
of good events individually,
but as a whole we do great
things."

Greek students benefit from scholarship programs
a 2.82 semester GPA, and the
National Pan-Hellenic Council
PANHCLIENIC COUNCIL
(NPHC) chapters were led by
Grades for the fall semester Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
have been released, and the All- Inc., which achieved a 3.21
Greek average is a 2.84 GPA for semester GPA.
the semester.
Sigma Lambda Gamma
For Greeks on this campus, Sorority, Inc. had the highest
scholarship has always been grades of the Greek Independent
something to strive for. It is Board chapters with a 2.58 GPA.
one of the four pillars: leaderAlt four councils provide
ship, scholarship, service, and many programs and incentives
brotherhood/sisterhood. Greek to improve academics every
Affairs compiles a chart every semester.
Letters at the Library is a prosemester to document the academic standings of all 42 Greek gram that was started in the fall
of 2004 to encourage Greeks to
groups.
Alpha Phi had the highest GPA use the library more. Held every
among Greek organizations with ' Monday on the seventh floor
a 3.25 semester GPA. Alpha Phi of Jerome Library, the program
also had the highest GPA among averages approximately 20 to 30
the Panhellenic Council sorori- Greeks each session.
Panhellenic Council and IFC
ties. With over 90 members, this
sponsored the Study Buddies
is quite an accomplishment.
Among the Interfraternity program. All 42 groups were
Council (IFC) chapters, Alpha paired with each other in hopes
Sigma Phi led fraternities with of attaining the most improved
Amy Kirk

VICE PRESIDENT OF SCHOLARSHIP

...wecontinue to
focus on support and
improvement of
scholarship...
-Andrea Obrachta.
Scholarship Advisor and
Graduate Assistant

combined GPA for the fall
semester.
Another program offered
is the Alpha Tutor Program.
Greeks from all groups offered
their intellectual services to
other Greeks in the areas of their
expertise. Free tutoring was
available via a telephone call or
e-mail.
Finally, Greek Affairs, along

with student representatives
from all four councils, formed
the Scholarship Task Force. This
group took a look at Greek academics and scholarship and
started to brainstorm about how
they could make the program
stronger.
Andrea Obrochta, Scholarship
Advisor and Greek Graduate
Assistant agrees on the importance of academics in the Greek
community.
"With scholarship as one of
our core values in Greek Affairs,
we continue to focus on support
and improvement of scholarship through initiatives like the
Scholarship Task Force, Faculty
Advisor & Scholarship Chair
luncheon, Scholar of the Week
program, and continuing honors in academic achievement
through Gamma Sigma Alpha,"
Obrachta said.
Many chapters saw a significant increase in chapter GPAs,

which can be attributed to the
Greek scholarship programs.
Greeks can expect Letters at
the Library continue. The four
councils and Greek Affairs are
also working to offer more incentives and programs to all Greeks.

The Sisters of
Alpha Chi Omega
would like to
congratulate

Marissa
Rodriguez
on her
pearling to

Brian
Lenhart
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Spring recruitment wraps up, deemed success
Spring continues trend of low numbers as planning for Fall is already underway
Holly Mittelmeier
MPOMER

The beginning of February
marked the near close of
informal recruitment for both
the Interfratemity (IFC) and
Panhellenic Councils, with
several successes and a few
downfalls.
Even though numbers are
still not final, IFC has received
approximately 75 accepted
bids, and Panhellenic has
received 83.
All 42 Greek organizations
were present at the Greek
Carnival, which was held Jan.
18 and was held as a recruitment kick-off.
I'anhelleni informal recruitment took place on Jan. 19
and 20, and Bid Day was
Jan. 21. Kate Freedman, Vice

President of Recruitment, is
impressed with the results of
informal recruitment.
"The number of women
that went through Spring this
year is similar to numbers
from past years, but it felt like
more because I was getting
calls from the chapter presidents, saying they had around
20-25 women in their house
at one point. It was great,"
Freedman said.
For Panhellenic sororities,
the size of a new member
class depends on how many
each chapter needs to reach
its ceiling. Therefore, there
was a wide range of numbers.
Gamma Phi Beta acquired
a large Spring class of 14,
while Delta Gamma and Chi

Alpha Phi
■ Congratulates Our Spring 2005
New Member Class
d
$

Jamie Fox
Kate Humphrey
Liz Garcia
ftulLJ

J

Omega took in six new members and Alpha Phi received
eight. Some chapters are still
holding open bidding.
As Spring Recruitment
comes to a close, planning
for Panhellenic's 2005 Fall
Recruitment is underway with
ideas for themes and dates.
Rho Gammas have also been
selected.

Greek Affairs
does a
phenomenal job
of providing
students with an
opportunity to
look into
Greek Life.

RECRUITMENT STATISTICS
BIDS GIVEN OUT

IFC PANHEL

7583

-- Dave Chambliss,
IFC Vice President of
Recruitment

IFC held informal open
houses Jan. 24-26. Many of the
chapters are still recruiting,
however, and some recruit
year round.
David Chambliss, Vice
President of Recruitment for
IFC, says the numbers were
low, but it is not uncommon.
"They (male students) are
nervous to cross over into
Greek life, due to concerns
from their parents or from
the fraternity image itself,
which can be a little harsher than that of sorority life,"
Chambliss said.

Fraternities generally have successful because they didn'i
a low turn out in the Spring. use them as much. Still, he
The weather obviously is an is hopeful for formal recruitissue, and the GPA require- ment next semester.
ment can hold back bids from
"Greek Affairs does a phebeing given out.
nomenal job of providing stuGreek Affairs requires that dents (mainly freshman) with
men must have a GPA of 2.5 an opportunity to look intc
or above to receive a bid from Greek Life," Chambliss said.
IFC chapters.
"I expect higher numbers ir
Chambliss said that Kappa 'the fall, due to improvement;
Sigma and Alpha Sigma in the summer Go Greek Team
Phi received good numbers and high freshman enrollbecause they took full advan- ments."
tage of all of the recruitment
events, such as the tables held
in McDonald and Kreischer
Residence Halls, and the
other fraternities weren't as
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Alpha Phi hosting night of fun, quick thinking
Cheta Howard
REPORTER

Alpha Phi's annual spring
philanthropy, Mr Alpha Phi,
will take place February 28, at
9:15 p.m., in the Multi-Purpose
Room of the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union.
The third annual Mr. Alpha
Phi contest can be described as
a beauty pageant (or men that
includes a little twist, Alpha Phi

crown Mr. Alpha Phi
based on their overall
presentation during the
event.
Admission is free and
the ladies of Alpha Phi
encourage everyone
to come out and take
part in this event.

style.
The participants will be forced
to dress up in pre-purchased
clothing from Good Will, answer
odd questions and show their
various ranges of talents, which
can include something as normal as singing, or something as
outrageous as impersonations or
unexplainable gyrations.
The judges of this event will
be women.from various sororities on campus, and they will

Zeta Phi Beta giving back with
Finer Womanhood Week
Tiffany Gorby
REPORTER

The Zeta Phi Beta sorority
is truly practicing how to be
finer women by giving back to
the student body.
From Feb. 21 through Feb.
26, the Zetas are dedicating
their time to promote Finer
Womanhood, their national
program.
Finer Womanhood is a weeklong program which encourages the betterment of women
throughout the campus. The
Zetas are sponsoring activities each night of that week
for Finer Womanhood, which

TOTAL SPORT SOURCE
1 1 O WCIT POK RD.
OH
41 S.383.341 1
WWW.T»PO»T»OURCCCOM
BOWLING GREEN,

ranges from free massages to
a speaker.
All activities are open to the
entire student body.
"It's a way to give back to
campus," Michelle Kirkwood,
Zeta Phi Beta President, said.
"It's our way to give thanks
to campus by putting things
on all week."
Jill Carr, Assistant Dean
of Students, will be the main
spokesperson. She will speak
Wednesday of that week and
will address women on what it
means to be live a finer womanhood.

Finer Womanhood is national practiced by Zeta Phi Beta
sorority as a time which they
can celebrate what makes their
sororities stand out.
The program is used to support the fight against sicklecell anemia, which is their
national philanthropy.
"Our chapter is primarily
a service sorority," Kirkwood
said.
"This will be just a little
taste about we are about. If s
about serving others, serving
humanity."
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New Greek council presidents are up for the task
Greg Kohlrieser
EMMKNB

January brought with it cold
weather, snow, and a Presidental
Inaguration. For the Greek councils of the University, it brought
new leadership, too.
The
Panhellenic
and
Interfratemity Councils, along
with the Greek Independent
Board (GIB), held elections a
few weeks before the end of Fall
M'nu'ster.
Fay Coleman was elected
President of Panhellenic. Andy
Crockett took the helm for the
Interfratemity Council (IFC),
and Janelle Oliger was selected
to lead the GIB.
The fourth Greek council

on campus, the National PanHellenic Council (NPHC),
retained the leadership of
President Bethany Winston,
who took office in early Fall.
The NPHC holds elections at the
beginning of the academic year
instead of mid-year.
Winston will be completing
her year in office in April.
The four council presidents
have a wealth of experience to
aid them in their duties, including some positions within the
councils.
Crockett served as the Vice
President of Internal Affairs
for IFC last year and held the
Scholarship Chairman position
the previous year.

Coleman also served on the
executive board of Panhellenic
last year.
"I had a great experience last
year as VP of Scholarship," she
said.

7 want the council
to see that change is
good."
-Bethany Winston,
President of
National Pan-Hellenic Council

524E.Wooster
(Located beside SBX)
Other Bowling Green
Subway Locations
828 S. Main St.
1234 N. Main St.
(Woodland Mall)

Although they have many
separate goals for their both
themselves and the councils
they represent, several goals are
shared by the presidents.
Improving the academic
performance of their councils
remains a top priority.
In addition, they seek to
increase positive awareness of
their respective organizations.
The presidents, while continuing operations, also have seen
the need for positive change.
Winston said that when her
term began, she hoped to make
changes to better the council.
Now at the end of her term, she
urges NPHC to continue positive change.

"I want the council to see that
change is good," she said.
While serving as president of
an organization, holding meetings upon meetings and handling situations that arise, can be
serious business, the presidents
have had fun as well.
At their weekly dinner,
they shared some humorous
moments.
Winston laughed as recalled
when she was flying with a group
to the National Black Greek
Leadership Conference.
"The flight attendant ordered
us to sit down and put our seat
belts back on, and by us I mean
Dr. Binder.too," she said.
Oliger also recalled a comical
story involving a certain faculty
and staff member.
"We needed frames," she said.
"We took the frames from his
awards and gave them to the
Greek presidents. Nowhisawards
are just hanging in his office without frames," Oliger said.

"The flight attendant
ordered us to sit down
and put our seat belts
back on, and by us I
mean Dr. Binder, too.
change is good."
-Bethany Winston,
President of
National Pan-Hellenic Council

*We accept city

m
50Coff6"Sub
or
$1.00 off 12" Sub
when you get it toasted/
Exp. 2/28/05

Coleman remembered getting
lost in the Union after she was
accidentally locked in a room
located off of the multi-purpose
room while she was at the Heart
to Heart reception. She took an
unfamiliar elevator and ended
up discovering the back corridor
entrance to the Peregrine Shop.
Whether serious or humorous,
no matter the task, the presidents
say they are ready for whatever
comes their way.
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Familiar faces are set to lead Greek Councils

ANDREW CROCKETT
Interfralernity Council

JANELLE OLIGER
Greek Independent Board

BETHANY WINSTON
National Pan-Hellenic Council

FAY COLEMAN
Panhellenic Council

CLASS:
junior

CLASS:
Junior

CLASS:
Senior

CLASS:
Junior

MAJOR:
Integrated Social Studies

MAJOR:
Applied Health Science with a
specialization in Health Science

MAJOR:
English

MAJOR:
Psychology

AFFILIATION:
Sigma Lambda Gamma

AFFILIATION:
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. -Psi
Epsilon Chapter

AFFILIATION:
Chi Omega

HOMETOWN:
Columbus, OH

HOMETOWN:
Akron, OH

FAVORITE SUPERHERO:

FAVORITE SUPERHERO:

AFFILIATION:
Lambda Chi Alpha
HOMETOWN:
Ann Arbor, Ml
FAVORITE SUPERHERO:

Achilles because of his
determination to make his mark
on history.

Radioactive Man... "Up and
atom!!"

GOALS FOR THE YEAR:

GOALS FOR THE YEAR:

He wants to streamline council
operations and assist his officers
in individual goals. He is working
to improve academic achievement
by incorporating more academic
programming and resources. He
also hopes to improve recruitment
and emphasizing chapters working together.

She wants to focus on academics.
She also hopes to increase unity
within the council and withinother
Greek organizations. She seeks
to make the Greek Independent
Board more known throughout
the Greek community in a positive way.

HOMETOWN:
Holland, OH
FAVORITE SUPERHERO:

Stewie from The Family Guy

Captain Oats from the O.C.
because I love Seth Cohan

GOALS FOR THE YEAR:

GOALS FOR THE YEAR:

She wants to update the constitution and by-laws of her council
and establish a standard for all
within the council. She is promoting even more Greek unity from
within, and a better reflection of
NPHC to the campus.

She seeks to continue to build
unity among the four Greek councils and the rest of the BGSU community. She hopes to strengthen
relations and communication
between the executive board and
the cabinet. Raising the all-sorority GPA above the all-women's
GPA is also a goal. She wants to
leave the council better than when
she started and have lots of fun in
the process.

The Sisters of
Alpha Chi Omega
would like to
congratulate

Jen Herold
on her
lavaliering to

Rob
Jarowski
of Kappa
Alpha

SHE
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Better TV Dad: Homer Simpson or Danny Tanner
Cartoon or sitcom, who withstands the test of time to be named the ultimate dad?
Roblarowski
-.OLUMMISI

Homer Simpson: Astronaut.
Missionary. Nuclear Safety
Technician.
World Class
Father?
Yes, it is true that Homer
has held many important titles
in life, but his most important
by far is just "dad."
1 know what you are thinking; how can a great father
be someone who forgets his
children's birthdays or has to
send a private investigator to
follow his daughter just to
figure out what she likes?
The reason is because
Homer Simpson is the AllAmerican father. Every dad
can relate to the problems he
encounters every day.
What really makes Homer
a great father, though, is how
he makes up for his blunders.
Sure, he may have exploited
his daughter's expertise to
wager on football games, but
he did use a lot of the money
he earned to buy Lisa all of the
. Malibu Stacy (a Barbie knock
off) accessories his daughter
ever wanted.
Homer also does his best to
support his children in all that
they do. When he became the

Chelci Howard

6
HE SAID

COLUMNIST

SHEiAID
head coach of Bart's football
team, he had the faith to put
his son in at quarterback.
Sure, the rest of the team
proceeded to beat the crap
out of Bart because he was
so bad, but Homer showed
that he has great confidence
that his kids can accomplish
anything they put their minds
to, even if they may not be
able to.
Great dads know to admit
when they are wrong. They
are also willing to do anything to reconnect with their

BGSU

affodil Days

WHO WILL IT BE? IFC and Panhel public realtions chairs Rob Jarowski and
Cheki Howard debate their perfect TV Dads.

kids. Homer has proved this
many times.
He's battled Tony Hawk in
a skate boarding contest, stole
his son back from his millionaire boss, and accepted Lisa
as a vegetarian despite the

Send flowers to family, co-worker, friend while helping
cancer victims or research projects. Bouquet of 10 Daffodils will
be delivered anywhere in Wood County for $6.50 per bouquet
on Monday, March 14th between 8am - 5pm. Campus
deliveries done by student volunteers. Orders due March 2nd.

benefits the
American Cancer Society
of Wood County
• Civers's Name (please print):.
•Campus Charge: POO
•Recipient's Name:

. Phone #:.

Phone #:.
or Check: Amount: $_

Address (8am-5pm):

Indicate city if not Bowling Green:.
I 'Recipient's Name:

fact that she ruined his backyard Barbeque.
Homer Simpson is a man's
man and one heck of a father.
While he may occasionally
screw up, he always manages
to make things right.

# of bouquets: -

(only one delivery will be attempted)
Phone #:

Address (8am-5pm):_

Make check payable to American Cancer Society.
1 Mail to: Daffodil Days, PO Box 27, BCSU, Bowling Green, OH 43403

# of bouquets:.
Deadline for orders: March 2nd.
Thank you. J

From 1987 to 1995, America
tuned in every Friday to
watch a widowed father take
care of three daughters, his
brother-in-law, and his best
friend.
We cried together when
times got tough; we laughed
when silly best friend Joey
did his mediocre impressions.
We even sat on our couches
and feared the worst when
the family dog, Comet, ran
away one fateful day, but then
rejoiced when he returned
right before the credits ran.
However, even though the
world was crashing down
around the "Full House" occupants, one man held everything together and always
seemed to pull a moral out of
the most simple of issues.
This TV super dad was
Danny Tanner.
Tanner was the best sitcom
dad because he spent time
with his children every minute that he had to spare and
was always there when someone, whether child or adult,
needed an ear to listen or a
shoulder to cry on.
Since Tanner had to pretty
much single-handedly play
the role of both the mother
and father, he was sympathetic and nurturing, but he could
also be stern, enforcing harsh
time-outs if necessary.
Don't let anyone, even my
esteemed counterpart, tell
you otherwise. Danny Tanner
will always remain America's
best TV dad, and he should
be deeply commended for his
influence on society.
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Dr. Whipple shares possibilities of Greek Life
Dr. lid Whipple is Vice President for
Slutlenl Affairs at Bouding Green State
University. He pledged Phi Delta
Iheta at Hanmer College (INI wfiere
he was active in his chapter serving
in various leadership positions. Dr.
Wliipple has served the International
I'ratemity of Phi Delta Iheta in several positions, including International
President from 1992-94. Currently.
Dr. Whipple is National President of
Order of Omega, the fraternity and
wrority scholarship and leadership
honorary, with over 300 chapters in
11ii' United States and Canada.
My fraternity changed my life.
I learned a lot about myself, others, and what it means to be a
student. Let me share with you
some early experiences. They
were experiences I never expected to have.
1 was fortunate to start my
higher education .career at a
small, private, liberal arts college
in southern Indiana.
The campus consisted of
around 850 students; my high
school graduating class had
almost that many! Even with
that small size, I still felt lost.
Everyone, it seemed was a
member of a fraternity or sororty. (Actually, 80% of the campus
was Greek, which on a campus
today is an extraordinarily high
percentage.)
1 wasn't sure I wanted to
return after the December holidays. My parents both told me
to stick it out until June, and
then if I wanted to return home
to school I could.
Arriving back on campus in
lanuary, freshmen were allowed
o go through "rush."
Wanting some social life, and
knowing that if I didn't have
access to more of one, I would
be really miserable, I decided to
take part in this process.
There were six of us from my
residence hall floor who had
become close friends during fall
semester. We all decided to go
through rush and join as a "package deal" (we all were going to
join the same fraternity).

A TRUE FRATERNITY MAN: Dr.
Whipple seeks to improve other
Greeks' experiences through his
own.

The interesting aspect about
the rush process (it was quite
structured and formal) was that
1 recognized a lot of upperclassmen whom 1 had seen around
campus.
These guys had always been
extremely nice to me by talking,
going out their way to give me
a ride somewhere, and stopping
by my residence hall to see how
I was doing. I just thought it
was southern Indiana hospitality. It was only during this rush
process that I realized they had
been "rushing" me all fall!
In any case, rush week concluded, my buddies and 1 got
bids to all six fraternities, five of
them pledged one and 1 pledged
another.
They were shocked that I had
not joined them, but through
that entire process I had felt
most comfortable with the chapter into which I ultimately was
initiated.
The impact, however, that
those 35 men in my pledge class
had on my life and those men
ahead and behind me in class, is
indescribable.
We were a chapter of 125
men, with close to 100 living in

the chapter house. Our grades
were top on campus; we won
almost every intramural sport
championship, and members
held most of the major campus
student organization leadership
positions.
At the end of my sophomore
year, our international fraternity
recognized us as one of the top
three chapters in the country
and Canada.
That experience, fortunately,
established a standard for me
regarding what fraternities and
sororities should and can be.
Let me briefly highlight what I
learned about a positive Greek
experience;
Itconnected me lo the institution
in a variety of ways.
I was with a group of men
who enjoyed college - the academic life, as well as the social
life. Since I was an English/
French major, there was always
someone around the 'chapter to
help me.
I was connected through faculty who visited the fraternity
house and joined us for dinner
and spoke on a wide range of
topics, from the Vietnam War to
George Wallace's stance on segregation in Alabama.
I also became connected to
the college through sports and
the opportunity to become an
orientation leader and later a
resident advisor. The fraternity
was a great "pipeline" for these
connections.
II was a wonderful laboratory in
human relations skill-building.
Where else could one learn, in
rather tight quarters, how best to
get along? When you have 125
guys on a sleeping porch on the
fourth floor of the house, there
has to be some "give and take."
The fraternity allowed me,
in a variety of settings, to learn
more about communication
skills such as conflict management, understanding others'
points of view, listening techniques, and so on.
7f taught me self-discipline.

Being in an institution which
stressed academics made it that
much more important to learn to
balance studies with the extracurricular.
I knew I wanted to go to
graduate school and thus, good
grades were critical. However,
involvement in sports and several other student organizations
was also important. If I was to
be successful in all, I needed to
place academics as the top priority and then manage my time
with the involvement opportunities.
One or two semesters I failed
to do that and certainly paid the
price.

/ have learned that
just like people can
change, grow, and
develop, chapters are
capable of doing the
same.

It impressed upon me the importance of service.
1 was fortunate to belong to a
group of men who believed in
volunteer work. In fact, several
of my fraternity brothers were
headed to the Peace Corps and
their influence was significant
on the chapter.
Tutoring grade school kids,
taking retired faculty to dinner,
and visiting a children's hospital
in Louisville taught me much
about helping others. I know I
learned much more about the
importance of giving than anyone ever realized.
It provided lifelong friendships.
In the chapter, we were taught
"this is a fraternity for life."
I thought this was sort of
a corny expression and really

didn't happen. "Alumni" were
men we didn't want to enter the
house.
Only later did I realize that I
would be an alumnus someday
and I would always want to
make sure the chapter was in
better shape than when I left it.
My fraternity brothers are still
some of my closet friends, and
I have made just as many close
Phi Delt friends who were initiated at other chapters.
These are men whom I have
met through my volunteer work
with the Fraternity. In fact, I
also have developed wonderful
friendships over the years with
men and women from other fraternities and sororities.
// made sense of my college experience.
While it may be hard to articulate, I know my fraternity helped
me understand college. It gave
me "a sense of place" and a
foundation on which to appreciate all that the higher education
experience should do - help one
grow and develop cognitively,
emotionally, socially, and spiritually.
Working as a university
administrator, and as a volunteer for my fraternity, I have
seen where Greek experiences
can go sour. Unfortunately, that
happens far too often.
However, if each fraternity
and sorority member lived his
or her ritual daily, our chapters
would be examples of the finest
learning communities in higher
education.
I have learned that just like
people can change, grow, and
develop, chapters are capable of
doing the same.
Through strong, consistent
student leadership, faculty
involvement, administrative
support, and positive alumni
involvement, all our chapters
have a chance for success. I am
so lucky to have had the kind of
Greek experience I did.
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Stollman blasts through walls of stereotypes
Visiting speaker urges Greek organizations to return to their foundational values
Chelsea lambdin
KPOHEI

BGSU Greeks put their
homework and TV-watching
aside to attend a speech by
CAMPUS SPEAK co-founder
David Stollman on Monday,
January 24.
Stollman focused on how
to better not only individual
chapters, but also the entire
Greek community.
Stollman entertained audiences with his witty, charm-

ing, and motivational presentation, "Buy In or Get Out!"
Sfollman's program emphasized the need for Greeks to
go back to their roots and
focus on the ideals established by their founders. He
also addressed the issues of
recruitment and membership
retention.
Stollman was brought to
the University through a
combined effort from Alpha
Phi and Greek Affairs

Beginning the night with
a game, Stollman asked
students to yell out stereotypes of Greeks. Terms like
"drunks" and "players" resonated from the audience
to describe fraternity men,
while women were stereotyped as "stuck up sluts" and
"daddy's girls."
Once the crowd calmed
down, Stollman said that
these stereotypes are unfortunate, because while others

Rise Above High
Risk Drinking
45.8% of students think BGSU students
use alcohol on a daily basis.
98.7% of BGSU students do NOT
drink alcohol on a daily basis.

89.2 % of BGSU students don't let alcohol use
affect their academic performance

Sponsored By:
UCADI, Student Health Service,
Wellness Connection

•Dili tikii trim till 2004 ACHA Health AiiMiniat

might see Greeks in those
ways, being social and partying are not our purpose as
Greeks.
In fact, he claims that we
are far from simply social
organizations.
"Greek life is the best
thing about college today,"
Stollman said.
"Even through our differences [by organization], we
are here for one reason: to
make women better women,
and men better men through
brotherhood, sisterhood, and
community."
Stollman challenged those
in attendance to fight the stereotypes by removing members that fail to live up to the
ritual and recruiting those
that will.
"If they [non-Greeks) knew
what our ritual was about,"
Stollman said,"they'd expect
us to live up to it."
Ron Binder,- Director of
Greek Affairs, notes that negative stereotypes are a significant problem on the BGSU
campus.
As a result of this misunderstanding about what it
means to be Greek, sororities
and fraternities have difficulty in recruiting students
seeking the positive atmosphere that is fostered in
Greek organizations.
In order to help solve
some of the problems facing the BGSU Greek community, Stollman supported
the Greek councils' exploration of different recruitment
options, including a deferred
recruitment system.
In such a system, first-year
students would be recruited
in the Spring term and prohibited from receiving bids
during their first semester at
BGSU.
Panhellenic
Council
President Fay Coleman has

Even through our
differences, we are
here for one reason:
to make women better women, and men
better men through
brotherhood and
sisterhood.
- David Stollman,
co-founder of CAMPUS SPEAK

mixed feelings about deferred
recruitment.
"While first-year students
would be more able to become
used to classes and college
life, deferred recruitment
will prevent them from having four full years of Greek
involvement," Coleman said.
No matter which recruitment option is decided upon
for BGSU, Stollman encourages that all organizations
make their values the primary focus of recruitment, with
social aspects being only a
benefit of membership, not
the group's purpose.
Stollman has been involved
with Greek life for over 10
years and has spoken on over
350 college campuses around
the U.S.
"Stollman has dedicated his
life to helping Greeks," Dean
Harwood, Assistant Director
of Greek Affairs, said.
"Because of people like
Stollman, we are able to provide opportunities for our
students to help better themselves and the community."
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Order of Omega helps spread Christmas cheer
Greek honor society unites to spread Christmas cheer through the Adopt a Family program
Hilary Erlenbach
ORKDOfOKUPIItSOOIT

After a long semester full
of papers, projects, and neverending exams, Order of Omega
helped provide gifts and holiday
to families through the Adopt a
Family program.
Service has always been a large
component of Order of Omega's
agenda, but this year they wanted to truly spread the holiday joy
to deserving families.
Steve Fink of Delta Sigma Phi,
Vice President of Programming,
coordinated the event along
with the Office of Campus
Involvement.
After waiting and hoping to be
paired with a family, their excitement was heightened when they
learned they would be adopting
a wonderful family of nine.
Once they were paired with
the family, two adults and seven
children, the Delta Omicron chapter of the Order of Omega began
planning. The Delta Omicron
chapter had enough money in
reserve to make this Christmas
a truly memorable one for this
deserving family.
The members of the executive
board then went and purchased
Christmas gifts from the children's wish lists.
An evening where all members of Order of Omega could
come and help wrap the gifts for
the children was then set up.
The executive board still wanted to do more for the family.
The children's wish lists only
included one to two items of
clothing, and the executive board
felt they should surprise the family by delivering more than they
expected.
The executive board split the
Mmily members up and purchased
two additional gifts for each child
so that they would have "fun"
Kite with which to play. In addition, although the parents did not
note any items on their wish list,
the Order of Omega decided to
surprise them as well.

ITS A WRAP: Steve Fink, Vice President of Programming for Order of Omega displays the wrapped gifts before they are delivered to the adopted family.

The executive board
felt they should surprise the family by
delivering more than
they expected.
-Hilary Erlenbach,
President of Order of Omega

Delta Sigma Phi, the Society of
Entrepreneurs, Lindsay Hanisko,
and Delta Gamma sponsored
either additional money or gifts
for the family.
Overall, the service event
n a- .1 great success. With the
money raised through the Order
of Omega, a family was able
to experience a memorable
Christmas.
The Order of Omega sends
its best wishes to the family and
to everyone who supported the
event.
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